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NOTICE
1
This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. |
4 _
Neither the United States, nor the National Aeronautics and Space Administration I
(NASA), nor any person acting on behalf of NASA:
A.) Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, I
i
with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the
information contained in this report, or that the use of any
•_ information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this |,
report may not infringe privately owned rights; or
, B.) AssUmes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages L
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method or
process disclosedinthisreport. T 1
._,', t
As used above, "person acting on behalf of NASA" includes any employee
or contractor of NASA, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that such em-
ployee or contractor of NASA, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates,
or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with -
i,; NASA, or his employment with such contractor.
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FOREW()RD I
I
Volume I of the Final Summary Report covered all expemmcntal activities i
performed under NASA Contract NAS3-9401 during the pcrtod 27 June ll)l;_i t() iI
31 May 1968. This volume (Volume II) includes all additional experimental data i
generated on this program.
I
The program was the consequence of a contract initiated between Solar ;rod the I
NASA-Lewis Research Center. M_tterials Contract Section, Materials and Stem:tufts
Division, Cleveland, Ohio. It was conducted to evaluate the oxidation-erosion I
resistance and mechanisms of faihtre of nickel- and cobalt-base superallovs prc_._ I
.... tected with commercially available coatings.
II
.. .... Technical direction was supplied by Robert E. Oldrieve, Project Mmmger of I
" _'_':. the NASA-Lewis Research Center. Salvatore J. Grisa.ffe served as technical advisor
for the NASA Research Center. |
Iq4 4_ !
• " ', Solar personr, el who contributed to the experimental program m_d to tl_e writing
W
• ' " ._ of this report are: l[
Mr. Victor 4. Moore - Principal Engineer II
' Mr. William D. Brentnall - Metallurgy |
,, Mr. Alvin R. Stetson - Progrmn Director |
!
Special recognition is granted to the team of technicians that operated the oxidation
erosion rigs, Messrs. J. Lapping, D. Jadcr and A. Livingstone: tt_ Messrs. C. Sau(.er |_
and T. Johnson, who performed the t,nstrumental analyses; and to Mr. !{. lluttlng for I
mctailography.
The Solar report number is 11'_3R1474-3. I
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I
A BSTRACT
I ,1
The qnal rt_sults c,f an .xldaticm-erosion rig evaluation .f alumintde coatings
applied by ec,mmere,_al vendors to IN-101) and B J900 nickel-base and X-40 and WI-52e,balt-base alloys are I)rcsented. Tasks I and II of tile program (Volume I, NASA CR-
72369) resulted _n the selection el' two coatings per _dloy for extended evaluation in
_ Task Ill. In Ihls task, ",s in the previous tasks, burner rigs were used that operated
t
_,n ,IP-5 fuel and air producing a gas veh)ctty of 0.t_5 (2000-2500 ft/sec) at the speciments
leadhlg edge. One-hour heating cycles were used with three minutes air blast cooling.
Ilcsult,,, of testing at temperatures ranging fron: Tmax of 1850° F to 2050° F indicate
that ctmted BI900 has the longest oxidation life at all temperatures, followed by iN-100>
X-40>WI-52, based on a weight change criterion. A metallurgical criterion, requiring
retentl.n ol'a continuous ,6-CoAl layer, interchanged the rating of coated X-40 and
WI-52 alloys. The weight change criterion of failure indicated that coatings on nickel-
base all_ys provided more than twice the life of coating on cobalt-base alloys at corn- :_
t pz, rable temperatures; however if rated on life per 0.001 inch of flMA1 in the initial
d
eo'_ting, the more protective coatings on cobalt- and nickel-, base alloys exhibit approxi-
f: matcly similar ll_es.
Metallurgical and microprobe data showed that the coatings with the higher
aluminum c:mfent and comparable thickness had longer lives. Of additives identified,
t silicon appeared to be beneficial in the nickel-base alloy coatings for longer-term,
low-temperature, lifu, but not for short-term, high-temperature performance. Chrom-
Ii ium was identified in all coatings, but large additions of this element were undesirableexcept for short-term perf rmance a temper tures above 2000 ° F.
I' Extrapolating the life results obtained to 1600 ° F, sll of the selected coatingson the lour basis alloys would be protective for _.least 10,000 hours.
I SPECIAL NOTE: All of the temperatures reported in Volume II of this final
report were obtained with chromel-alumel thermocouples insulated with MgO and con-
tained in an [nconel 600 sheath. These thermocouples were imbedded within the test
I specimens during calibration and are believed to be essentially the same as the metal
temperature. The temperatures during calibration for the tests in Volume I of the final
report were obtained by surface thermocouples which, due to the high gas temperature
i (2500 to F), convective heating of the 0.040 inch diameter thermocouple sheaths2900 °
and minimal contact area with the test specimen, provided an indicated temperature
somewhat higher than the metal temperature. This temperature difference could be as
I high as 50 oF on the test specimen. This change should be considered when comparing
the data for Volume , v.dth data from Volume II. For example, the 2050 ° F Tmax noted
i in this volume i_: uquivalent to 2100 ° F noted in Volume I.
II lit
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INTRODUCTION
I
The increasing demands being placed on gas turbine blades and vanes by high
turbine inlet temperatures are creating a condition by which protective coatings must: be employed for ven limited use. Curr_mtly, coatings are used primarily to extend
the time between overhauls (TBO). With this widened role of the coating, a critical
" assessment of commercially available coatings for superalloys becomes a necessity.
_.' Proprietary attitudes which do not allow specifications to detail structure, composition,
thickness, void concentration, and performance cannot be tolerated in future appli-
,: cations. Coatings should be procurable by specifications similar to those pertaining
i_ to the blade and vane alloys. Coatings can still be proprietary, but they must be
capable of meeting a rigorous specification. For this program the vendors applied
_ coatings to their own internal specifications.
, _ The objective of this program was to analyze all salient properties of several .
_ , selected commercially available protective coatings applied to cobalt- and nickel-base
superalloys, and to determine the performance in oxidation-erosion rig testing. The
_: program was not a critique of coating vendors, but rather of coatings. This report
_ does not identify vendors. The contractor was not aware of the vendors or of which
specimens were supplied by which vendors. Rather, the program emphasized the
T_I effects of variations between the coatings, such as coating chemistry, phases present,
i and thickness and roughness on the protection afforded in erosion rig testing. The
coating vendors were asked to supply coatings of the composition and to the specifica-
_ tions which were current at the time of the procurement.
Properties evaluated in the program were:
• Surface roughness, as-coated
• Weight change, as-coated and after exposure
• Thickness, as-coated
i_ • Chemical composition, as-coated and after exposure
• Coating and substrate hardness, as-coated and after exposure
• Co_ting structure, as-coated and after exposure
• Coating phases, as-coated and after exposure
O0000001-TSC02
I
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• ()XidC_ structure IIj'ter t,Xl}o/-111rl,
• Blade warpage _'tcr coating 'ind cvCqic testing
This eomprehensivt, ¢.,lating ilnalvHis, bcf, u'c and Id'ter oxidatiiln-ur,mion rig
testing, should provide a rleart, r insighl inln lho nle,:hanism of ,_oating failut_c and
should indicate the direction to be t'tkcn fnr the dew,lopmcnt of the next generation tit'
sul_ ralloy coatings.
The program includes the following alloys:
Nickel -Base Cobalt - Base
IN-100 X-40
BI900 WI-52
Three commercially availablecoatingsforeach alloywere evaluated.
The coatingevaluationprogram was dividedintothree major tasks:
Task I - Procurement and Inspectionof Progrmu Alloysand Coatings,
and Rig Calibration
Task It - Initial100-Hour Tests on allCoating-AlloySystems
Task HI - Long-term Testing of Selected Coating Alloy Systems
Volume I of the st, mmary report, isstletl on January 31, 191;9 (Ref. 1), includ,'_
all of the activities in Tasks I and II mad the initial a(_tivities in Task III. Vcilulnt_ 1I
includes a detailed description of the prominent feature of all of tile coatings, tim final
results of oxidation-erosion testing, the metallurgical evaluation of tile me,qmaiistns hv
which coatings fail and the metallurgically determined life of the coatings.
SPECIAI. NOTE: All of th,., tenltieratures reported in Volume [l of this fhuil
rel)ort were obtained with chromt_l-alunllq lhcrlnoeouples insulated with MIO llnll clin-
tained in tin Inconel 600 sheath. These thern)ocouples were Imbedded within tile test
spo.cimen_ during calibration and are believed to be essentially tht: s,'lnlc, as the metal
temperature. The temperatures during eMibration for the tents in Volume I of the final
report were obtained by surface thcrmocouph.,s which, due to the high gas temperature
(2500 to 2900* F), convective heating of the 0. [).ll) inch diameter thermoeouple sheaths
and minimal contact area with th,; h:st specimen, provided an indicated temperature
.,iomewhat higher than the met'd tenll,:rature. This temperature difference could be as
high as 50*F on the teat specimen. This ehiulge should lie considered when comparing
the data for Volume I with data from Volume II. I,'or example, the 211511° l.' Tmax noted i
in Ihis volume is equiv_d,ml to '211)00I0'noll,d ill V,Aume I.
' !
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' SUMMARY
;_ The oxidation-erosion resistanct, of v_mimerci;dly av:lJhJl}h, eoaltngs cm nlt:k(,l-
and cobalt-base superalloys under simulated gas turbine opo,r:tting conditi_ms were
determined in this program under special envir.mnental conditions and at varir,us
i maximum temperatures between 18,15 ° !,' and 2050 o F*. "I'ht, SlKq'itd conditiqms w,:r,, the
use of low sulfur JP-5 fuel (sulfur ~0.07 pert,enl) and essentially sea-salt-frt;t, air.
_,. Gas velocity used in the test at the spccimon's leading edge was Math 0. _5 (2000 to
*! 2250 ft/sec). All cycles presented in this report were constant at _;0 minutes in tim
oxidation-erosion rig flame and three minutes in an air blast. Some data were pre-
i, seated in Volume I for rapid cycling (three minutes in the flame and two minutes air
'i cool), but none of the coating systems exhibited thermtd futig',m cracking in 2400 cycles.
This type of testing was, therefore, discontinued in favor of the one-hour eyele.s as a
_: means of determining coating life. Evaluation of coating performance was estaMlshed
_, by weight change, surface appearance, changes in microstructure and thickness, sur-
faec X-ray diffraction and electron beam microprobe analysis. ]
t
Two nickel-base (IN-100 and B1900) and two cobalt-base (X-40 and Wt-52)
alloys each with three different coatings were subjected to rig testing. The coating
: vendors and the processes and chemistries used by the venclors were unknown to Solar
" personnel. Uncoated specimens wore supplied by Solar to NASA-Lewis who, in turn,
,. had them coated by their selected vendors. The specimens were then returned by NASA
.J
'. } personnel to Solar with no vendor identifying marks.
: The coated specimens were identified at Solar by letter code numbers B, C
D (IN-100); F, G, I1 (B1900); J, K, L (X-40); and N, O, P (WI-52). Uncoated speel-
mens of each alloy were identified as A, E, I and M, respectively.
In the work summarized in Volume I (Ref. 1), the coatings had all been analyzed
for initial composition, weight change during coating application, structure and thick-
ness. All coatings were primarily _-:NiA1 or fl-CoA1 with only several showing
elemental additions other than AI that could not be attributed to the substrate. For
example, C and F had minor additions of silicon and D and G were of the duplex type
with major additions of chromium. The D coating appeared to have the chrt_mtum
deposited after the aluminum and the G coating pr!or to the aluminum. Possible
other additions such as Ti and Fe were also noted.
*See Special Note on page 2.
;' [
f
i
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'l'hi,_ volume primarily presents data on the above, enatlngs after exposure to one-hour
t'yt:lus to a 'l'nlli× of I_1.15° l" (,_erh:s 1), 19,50 ° !,' (Series 2), llllll 2(),_() ° F (,_!eries B) internal
leililperiilures, Till: olher coating',_ - 1), G, K lind N - tire ill_o included to a lesser ex-
tent llt,t, ause _lll.ll'es were re(lulrod in rig te_tlng a,_ ._p_clnioris were removed from test
Its they reached the point of failure. The fiillure eriterlon for speelmen_ was ,'1[o,q_i oJ"
:irl llVel'al_e of 20 mg per bliide lind wa,,.i estiil}llshud b..v the NASA Progrllm Mllllllger.
From the melallurgleal evaluation of the eolilings .liter test, this criterion usually was
at a point beyond the breakdown of the continuous It MAI to either '7' or ,y. The very
thick I-) coating (0.0(i5,_ inch), howev(,'l', e(luld full the weight loss el'iterlon whih, nulin-
t/lining' li eontinilous /7-NiAI layer.
A summary of the life of the collthlg-sullsli'lile alloy isoml)inathul_ Ill val'i,m,_
tenli)erature_ is presented in PiB_ll'es I to 3. l,'il4_lre I disl}|oys lhe life _t' Ihe u,_liltllg_
llli,_ed (ill the 20 mg averuge weight ]oH._ l,riterion; 1"il4ul'e 2 iJll,_t0iits the I;ollling llh,
lla,_t,d nil ills,_ of li continuous j_MAI layer; illld I"ilAure 3 lli,e,_l,ill._ ihl: t:ulllliil4 lill, til,l'
II.illti illuli of initial ellilllng Ihiei_nPs,_ liiVOl'ligll lliil_l_ness tl_ell I'l_r Ilii<_ elih,uliililm)
lili_l_ll on l(l_._ ll!' lhe (211ntiililOlil_ I_MA| Ol'ilt, l'illn ill lilililrl.. 'l"hl, Illilli iiSl'll l_l I'llliilllill'
Iliit_]_nt'._._ i_ very minimiii bt,,CllU,_t; li nlaxinilini _lf tlll'_l, ,_ill,i;iinell,_ w¢_l't_ ._i:t, lh_ill_ll I.u
ihql:rillinl; Ihe "_ls-i'eeeived _ Ihiekne_s. Thu re.,_liils 1il I"ilAlii'e :1 ._hiltiill, lli_,i'_,l_rt,,
lii, weighl,d s(linl:whlit les_ lh'.ln Ihe l'l;suits hi I,'ig_ii'l,._ I lind _°
(ill the llil_kl:'i-lilisl_; iilioy,_, the I" linll 11 _l_lilliil_S e.xhthilv, I Ilia, ltl,_l ltvl,riill
lil, i'hlrlnallt'.e li,_ili7 lllllh llil_ wi,il_ht hl._,_ llilll lll._s llf t,_lnt|iltl_ilil.; flMAI I'i'it_'l'ili hlr
I)iillli't,. Thl, F iirlli I! i,nlilinl_ wei'i_ I_i'oleeth,,_ , ltl lll,iwl,l,iI ITilr, _ I.' iinil IHilf, _ I.' hit' ;lliilii
hliili,._ (l.'ig. 2). Thi, l: t'iiillillg ' e.%lilllilf,tl ii ._llglllly Illllll,i' iili,-ll,ililil,l'llliil'l, t,lil'%.i,
indie:ilhlg li lioh,nlhilly ]oilier life l'llr tlil._ l:ulittnl, l Ill iol_.i,l" ll:nilii,i>lililrl,,_, Tli_, 11 _tii, I
(' i'tt;iling._ _,,xhil_It,M il ;tfltlll-houl' llOll,lllliii Illl, ill I'/bll" I", Itnlh lh,, II llnll (i i,hrilnlili!ll-
rh,h i.litilirigs t.,%hilJiti;ll thi: hlghi,sl lt,llilil, rlll.lti'l, l;lilt;il.lililv 111._li_rl=l!iltl, i,_liil._liii'l,<_, i,t,.,
Ittll h,iili'.,4 _il. L_II!tt)_ I.'. Ihilh eoillllll_,_, li,lw,,vl,l', ._li_iY,,,,I ._lt,i,lll,r Iill'-l,,nilll.rliliil't' l,iil'Vl,_
ilill, Ill i,it_itiliil ._lilillilig ililil %,ill'iilhl,, t'llliitlll_ lll,rhll'iliiliil'l , .
I
' I
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;. The J coat, "g exhbited the highest temperature capability over the entire tom- ]:
" perature range of the three coatings on X-40 alloy. The extrapolated temperature for /
a 3000-hour life expectancy (Fig. 2) was approximately 1800 ° F. The L coating showed
a slightly lower temperature capability of about 1765 ° F. Considerable scatter in the |'
data lbr the K coating was no doubt related to the variation tn coating thickness. On the 1
Wl-52 alloy, the P coating showed distinctly better performance than the N or O coatings.
A 3000-hour life at 1800 ° F was exhibited which compared favorably with the J coating '1
life on X-40 alloy. A higher temperature capability {2000 ° F) in the short-time, 100- u
hour tests, however, was apparent for the P coating. For a 3000-hour life of the O
coating, the maximum temperature capability appeared to be 1660 ° F. Poorest perfor- |
mance was exhibiLed by the N coating on WI-52 alloy in the previous Task II testa and
• very little additional evaluation was performed on this coating system, Data are included t
that show the temperature capability for a 100-hour life to range from 1875 ° F to 1925 ° F. I,
i
• Figure 3 presents the coating life data from Figure 2 normalized to show the i
,,, hours per rail of coating thickness. For a Tmax of 1850 ° F, the normalized coating !
life was:
!
Coating Hours/mll Coatin_ Hours/mil I
j,.
B 300 J 500 ]_
• :_' C 300 K --- |
' ' - D 90 L 275
+:"+.. F 450 N --- iJ
• G 550 O 90
•' H 450 P 400
• |
: These data showed on the basis of hours/mll that the coatings on the cobalt-
base alloys were capable of providing protection nearly equivalent to those on the |
, nickel-base alloys. Comparing Figures 2 and 3, the curves show that the coating |
thickness was the most significant parameter lending itself to improvement for long-
term protection of cobalt-base alloys. !
Elements that were intentionally added to the coatings could only be unambig-
uously identified in several of the coatings on nickel-base alloys. Even after short-
term thermal exposures, the coatings on cobalt-base alloys became structurally very B
simllpr.
B
The presence of large amounts of chromium was identified in the D and G
coatings. The prescnce of chromium-rich phases in contact with the oxidizing environ- m
ment caused spalling and the formation of the relatively poorly oxidation resistant _ I
solid solution. An intermediate zone of v_ chromium in the G coating was apparently
effective as a diffusion barrier to restrict interdiffusion of nickel and aluminum. I
. _ ...... ,.... . _, _ .+ . .. ........ _......... +..._.. +,................ -"_" ,,,,,__-_-,,,m_
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_ Small percentages of added silicon were shown to be present in the best per-
T forming coatings on IN-100 and B1900, and it was hypothesized that the presence of
silicon resulted in a decreased spalling rate of the protective _A120 _.
. In general, a large reservoir of Numinum correlated with e._tended coating
life. This was noted particularly for the coatings on cobalt-base _Iloys where, for a
similar coating thickness, a hyperstoichlometric aluminlde composition (with respect
_, to aluminum) performed better than a hypostoichtometric composition. The problem of
obtaining a thick coating high in aluminum without exterior cracking and spalling appeared
ii _ to be related to the degree of supersaturation of the aluminlde with chromium from the" , substrat s,
i ; _! An interesting contrast in the diffusional stability of alumintde coatings on• ,_• nickelalloyscompared t cobaltalloyswas exhibi ed.Degradation(aluminum dilution)
.•!?; of the coatings on nickel-base alloys clearly occurred by interdiffusion of nickel and
: ': I_ aluminum across the interface in addition to loss by A1203 formation. An extensive
_,. region of yt phase was formed in the substrate alloy and formation of ,/_ in the _MA1
: :; occurred progressively starting at the origtnvl coating/metal interface.
Extensive diffusion inwards of aluminum was not identified in the cobalt alloy
:. ; systems and the initially thinner alumintde layers showed better stability and life than
i,.! _ might have been expected by comparison with the nickel alloy systems. The presence
of a continuous M23C 6 Interface zone may have acted as a t_uilt in" diffusion barrier
_' I'i in the cobalt alloy systems, preventing inward diffusion of aluminum. Lower aluminum!". i: solubilities and different phase relationships (no intermediate y_ type phase in the
differences.
, _: ,_.
-L..
i .
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I The procurement of the alloys, coatings and receiving inspection tests were
reported in detail in Volume [ of the final report, The only items that will b_ repeated
are (1) the specimen identification code that is used when discussing performance of the
. various coating-alloy combinations, (2) a summary of the average coating thickness
,, and average weight gain after ccating for each combinittion, and (3) the chemical compo-
_ _ sition of the four program alloys.
g
' 3.1 TEST SPECIMENS
The chemical analyses of the four program alloys (IN-100, B1900, X-40 and
WI-52) are shown in Table L The analytical results performed at Misco are in good
_ a_reement with the nominal alloy compositions.
!._. The selection and the procurement of the coatings for use in this program
" •- _ were made by the NASA Program Manager. A total o£ 12 coating-alloy combinations?_:' _ was included in the program; three coatings on each of the four alloys. The coating
_._.._ !:: • After receiving, inspection testing and individually identifying all of the
" _" It:: as-castblades atSolar,theblades were shippedto Lewis Research
_,_. _ Center. NASA, in turn, shipped the blades to the selected coating
__i_] , "":", vendors. After coating, the specimens were returned to NASA, re-
::-_L_:_'._ [,.'. packed and then returned to Solar without any mai'kings to show the_,_:i.? .'
"!:!iI |i:_ source of the coating. The identity of the coating.vend0r._ As unknow!_
to Solar.
Alloy and coatings were identified at Solar using the letter and number code
system shown in Table II,
Figure 4 summarizes the average weight gain and the coating thickness (as
determined metallographically) measurements made on specimens returned by the
i_i_ coating vendors, It should be noted that ali specimens were weighed at Solar bt_fore
shipment to NASA and after return to ._olar by NASA. Since the specimens were not
weighed at the coating vendors after their cleaning or preparation operations, the weight
..'_ "l' gains shown may be lower than actual values, depending upon the amount of substrate!
material removed.
p
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TABLE I
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF PROGRAM ALLOYS
Alloy and Compoaitlon {_elt_ht pePo,mt)
IIoat c Mn 8i P 8 Cr NI W Fe Co Me Al TI Zr" B ()tilers
I ,_j
IN-100 0.18 <0.1 <0.1 -- 0.003 10.1.5 Bal. -- 0.36 14.95 :|.27 8.40 4.75 0.dVx 0.013 VI.0
ii
BI900 0.1l <0.I 0.15 -- 0.007 7.7.5 Bal. <0.l 0.09 9.9515.90 6.01 1.07 0.086 0.010 Cb 0.1 "i _
Ta 4.22 _:
MG070 Cu 0.007
._-40 0.50 <0. l 0.29 0.00_ O.Ol? 25.50 10.75 7.5_ 0.12 Bal. - ..... 0.16 _.0fi2 N0.02
12V5068 "_
WI-52 0.47 0.51 0.41 0.013 0.013 .°0.75 0.29 10.8 '>.04 Bal. - ..... Ch,.Tal.90 _,
biF199
Note: Chemical Analyses were made by Mlscu D/vision of Howmet Corpm.at/on. _
TABLE II
SPECIMFN IDENTIFICATION CODE ,:_
Code Letter Remarks -_,
A Uncoated IN-100 alloy
B Coated IN-IO0 alloy -_
C Coated IN-100 alloy :
D Coated IN-100 alloy
,= "_
E Uncoated B1900 alloy _ii
F Coated BI900 alloy
G Coated B1900 alloy t
H Coated BI900 alloy ,_
I Uncoated X-40 alloy
J Coated X-40 alloy r|r
K Coated X-40 alloy
L Coated X-40 alloy T
M Uncoated WI-52 alloy I
N Coated WI-52 alloy
O Coated WI-52 alloy i_"
P Coated WI-52 alloy
4 L
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hi summary, on the nickel-base alloys, average coating thickness ranged
from a low of 0. 0022 inch to a maximum of 0. 0055 inch (the D coating). On the X-40
and WI-52 ,'tlloysD the average coating ttdcknesses ranged from 0.0011 inch for the
K coating to 0.0022 inch for the P coating. Extreme variations in coating thickness
from side to side w_re noted for the K coating; the concave side gave an average value
of 0.0011 inch and the convex side measured 0.0021 inch. Coating coverage was
generally good, but spalling was noted with the D, G, K and O coatings.
Average weight gain tbr the coatings ranged from a maximum of 29 mg/cm 2
(coating D) to a low of 0.5 mg/cm2 for the N coating. Considerable weight gain and
variation in weight was also exhibited by coating G (15 mg/cm2). The evaluation
• studies showed that the weight gain and thickness could be accounted for by the depo-
sition of a significant amount of chromium in addition to the aluminum. Excluding the
heavy D and G coatings, the average weight gain for the nickel-base alloys was 5.5
mg/cm2. The average weight gain for the six coatings on the two cobalt-base alloys
was slightly lower at 3.3 mg/cm2.
3.2 OXIDATION-EROSION TESTING TECHNIQUES !
This program used rig testing for the performance evaluation of the coated i
superalloys. This type of test has found wide acceptance in the gas turbine engine
field and simulates more closely the turbine environment than laboratory furnace
• /i oxidation and oxyacetelyne torch tests. A detailed discussion of the turbine environ- "
mental simulators (often also called burner rigs) used for the oxidation-erosion tests [
is provided in the following paragraphs.
I
3.2.1 Turbine Environmental Simulators }
1
Two Solar gas turbine environmental simulators used for the high velocity
oxidation-erosion tests are shown in Figure 5.
Details of these simulators are similar in features to those of modern small
gas turbine engine combustors, A straight-through, can-type eombustor is used with
atomization of JP-5 fuel from a single spray nozzle. A water-cooled, one-inch diam-
eter stainless steel nozzle is used for long-time, trouble-free operation. _,
The major control items used to ensure reproducible rig operations are: t
• Fuel flowmeters and pressure regulators
• Combustor air pressure regulators _
• Airflow measuring equipment
14
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I• Slip rillgS for eq)ntinuous ilmrm_etml)lc lt_mtml'lflun'e e4ml r_l
• 'l't; nlp(_ ral tl i'e l'ecorclt _,1'-{2ollt i'(Jllel,,_
During' the rig tests, eight specimens were m_unted in a lmlder (Fig. f_) which
rotated at 1725 rpm. Rotation in the gas str,:am was requir(:d t,_ t;nsure thai ;dl spt.,ei-
mens experience the same test. environment. The lu_hler was p_)sil.il)lil:d sl_ thal lilt:
leading edge of the specimens were one inch from tile, c:xit c_l'fhp n,,_._.lv.
For all oxidation-erosion tests, the nozzle exit gas velocity was maintained
above Mach 0.8,5, i.e., ranging from 2,000 to 22'50 ft/see nt the Slmeimen h_t:atitm.
Methods of determining hot was _telocity are described in detail along with samplt,
calculations for typical test conditions in Volume [ (Ref. 1).
Specimens were heated to the test temperature for (me Imur followed by eo_ling
for three minutes in a room temperaturc air blast. Every 20 hours the specimens were
removed from test for visual inspection and weighing.
3.2.2 Temperature Calibrations and Control Methods
Temperature is the major parameter that w:_s carefully controlled to obtain
4"'
quantitative, reproducible results in the oxidation-ert,sion tests. Control of tim speci-
men metal temper _.ture was cffected by automatically adjusting and regulating the fuel
flow to the combustor nozzle. Air flow was held constant by means of dome loading,
diaphragm-type, high-capacity air ret_mlators.
Specimen metal temperature._ were continuously m,mitored, recorded and
controlled throughout tim test periods by nmans ,ff a thermocouple inserted into a small
hole in a test specimen. This hole was eh_etricM discharge machined (EDM) through
the base of the blade s,, that the thermoc,,uple tip was at the center of the test section.
One specimen in each group of bl'ldes (in the holder) was instrumented in this manner
with a 0.040-inch diameter, Inc,,nel sheathed, magnesium oxide insulated, chron al-
alumel _lmrmoeuuple. Output of the thermocouple was fed to a slip-ring assembly and
then t,, a potenttometer-type strip chart temperature recorder and three-mode tem-
perature controller. Any deviation between the temperature set point and the specimen
temperature was sensed in the temperature recorder-controller, which continuously
tlctivated :m electric-to-pneumatic converter thereby controlling a pneumatically
,,perated fuel-flow control valve. Fuel flow was increased or decreased automatically
_ls required to maintain the set temperatures.
I"o determine the maximum metal temperature distribution and the temper- r
atulv gradient along the length and width of the simulated airfoil specimens, several
methods of calibration were investigated during the program. These methods were:
• !
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_ FIGURE 6. SPECIMEN HOLDER AND PADDLE WIIEEL BI.ADES
i'r
q
Thermoeouph,:
"_ ] 0. 040-inch diameter
Ineonel sheath,
Type K, MgO insulation.
.... Tip shiehled with
hlconel foil.
FIGURE 7. TItERMOCOUPI,E ON CONCAVE , UI(I'ACE OF
TEST SPECIMEN
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• The application of Tcmplae paints and Therminde× paints.
• Pure metals were inserted into the blades. These included:
• Small wires of silver (melting point 1761 ° F) (1234" K), gold (melting point
1945" F) (1336°K), and copper (melting point 1981" F) (1356"K) imbedded
in the airfoil section of the blade,
• Thermocouples mounted on the surface of the specimen
Generally, the temperature-sensitive paints were not satisfactory due to the
high velocity erosive conditions of the gas stream. The Templ3c paint was completely
removed from the blade surfaces, and the Thermindex paints gave usable data only at
the 1652° F (1173.3°K) temperature color change.
Melting points of the pure metals worked successfully, but the number of
calibration points was limited.
:_ The best results were obtained from the thermocouples mounted on the speci-
_ i,: mens. Small (0.040-inch diameter) Inconel sheathed thermocouples were spot-tacked
...._ to the concave surface of a blade, and readings were obtained using a slip-ring assemb-
• ly. The tip of the thermocouple was shielded from direct flame radiation with a small
_ .: .. piece of Inconel foil spot-tacked to the surface of' the blade (Fig. 7). The temperature
was determined at various locations on a test specimen airfoil over a control temper-
. ature range of 1450" to 1900" F. (The control thcrmocouple is located inside the blade
at the center of the airfoil section.) The temperature distribution was determined for
both test rigs, as the temperature gradients across the blades were somewhat different
in each test rig. Even though the tip of the thermocouple was shielded from direct
flame radiation and the high velocity gas stream, a small crror existed using this
calibration method.
At the completion of the oxidation-erosion tests, additional work was done on
temperature calibration methods in order to define more accurately specimen metal
temperatures for the tests at 1900 ° , 2000 ° and 2100 ° F.
An excellent temperature calibration method was developed wherein the small
sheathed thermocouples were actually imbedded into the airfoil section of numerous
blades at known locations. Correction factors for the surface temperature measure-
ments were then determined by comparing the temperatures as determined by external
and internal methods. The internal therm_)couples were installed in the following
manner:
• A small grcmve, 0.0,50 inch wide by 0.050 inch deep, was chemically
milled into the concave surface (d' a blade so that the measuring
18 i
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'i_ junction of the thermocouple was at a precisely known location (Fig. 8A).
• A 0.040-Inch diameter Inconel sheathed thermocouple was inserted into
this groove (Fig. 8B).
I • The thermocouple junction was then spot-tacked in place, and the entire
groove (and the thermocouple sheath) was filled in by plasma-arc spray-
i_ ing Niehrome powder (Ni-20Cr) (Fig. 8C).
m
• The concave surface of the blade was then carefully reground to the4"
_ original surface contour (Fig. 8D).
_ The results of the blade temperature measurements made to establish call-
's ,_i bration data for the 1900 ° , 2000 ° and 2100 ° F tests are shown in Figures 9 through 11.
"" In Figure 9A, surface and internal temperatures are shown at eleven different locations
_. on the concave surface of a specimen along with _e_perature curves for three thermo-couples imbedded in the airfoil at the hottest location on the blade and for one surface
thermocouple located at the '_not spot". Also included on this graph are curves drawn
_,. from optical temperature readings taken during the temperature calibration tests.
i _". The test at 1900 ° F was originated and run based on surface temperature
• |f measurements. As shown in Figure 9A, a thermocouple control temperature of 1665 ° F
was used throughout the duration of the test to maintain the 1900 ° F test temperature
_ (this was later corrected to 1905°F Tmax). Data from the internal thermocouple
: _:" calibrations performed at the completion of the tests showed that the peak metal tem-
perature was actually 1845 ° F or 60 degrees lower than that obtained by surface thermo-
couple measurements. Figure 9B shows the temperature distribution for the tests
_ on the nickel-base alloys. Tmax for these tests was 1820 ° F,
In all cases metal temperatures were maximum along the trailing edges of
the blades and decreased rapidly towards the leading edge shank area. Tempera-and
ture variation generally exceeded 200 ° F from trailing edge to leading edge of the blades.
During the thermocouple temperature calibration tests, optical temperature
measurements were also taken to ascertain whether or not a correlation could be made
with the peak blade metal temperatures. The blades were viewed with a Pyre-Micro-
Optical pyrometer (disappearing filament type) from two different optical paths. These
optical paths (Fig. 12)were:
• Normal - In the midsection of the blades normal to the long axis of the
blades.
t
• _- At a slight angle from the long axis of the blades sighted along
the trailing edges of the blades.
, 19
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FIGURE 8. METHOD OF IMBEDDING TIIERMOCOUPLi,J IN SPECIMEN FOR
TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION I
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FIGURE 9B. SPECIMEN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FOR SERIES 1 TESTS
(Tma x 1870"F) (IN-100and BI9D0 Alloys) I
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++ plotted in Figure9 along with the Internal blade temperatures at the leading edge, mid-
chord, and trailing edge across the hottest area of the blade.
For tests in this turbine simulator, the optical temperature normal readings
are in good agreement with the control thermocouple temperature data obtained at the
; I_i center of the blade (1665" F vs. 1680" F). If an optical pyrometer only was used for
_+:_ temperature control purpose_ (without regard to actual hot-spot meta, temperatures),
an optical control of 1900" F taken normal to the long axis of the blades would result in
" a maximum metal temperature of approximately 2060 ° F along the trailing edge of the +
: blades.
ii_ The optical temperatures taken along the trailing edges of the blades were
approximately 80° F lower than the optical normal temperature readings.
1 The internal and external distribution for tests at the 2000 ° Ftemperature
temperature level are shown in Figure 10. For these tests, the actual peak metal
temperature determined during the calibration tests was 1950 ° F, or 50" F lower than
Ii+ii that obtained by surface thermocouple measurements.
I
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FIGURE II. TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION CURVES AND SPECIMEN TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION FOR SERIES 3 TESTS ']
I Figure 11 shows the specimen temperature distribution for the 2100 ° F test
temperature level. In this turbine simulator test rig, a thermocouple control temper-
ature of 1810° F produced a surface thermocouple temperature of 2100 ° F. The actual
I peak metal temperature, as determined by the internal thermocouple method,
was
2050 ° F. Also shown in Figure 11 are the temperature curves for two other thermo-
couples imbedded into the airfoil section and optical temperature readings taken during
I the calibration tests.
: | In this particular test rig, which rotates in an opposite direction, the normal
I• optical temperature data are approximately 100°F higher than the internal temperature
at the midsection of the blades. This appears to be largely due to the luminous hot
gas stream which is deflected over the surfaces of the blades. At this optic_ path,the optical pyrometer not only "sees" the blades but also this luminous hot gas stream.
I The optical temperatures taken along the trailing edges of the blades wereapproximately 140 ° F lower than the optical normal temperature readings.
1
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I "",_ Optical Readings
I FIGURE 12. VIEWING ANGLES FOR OPTICAL PYROMETER• TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
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TASK HI
LONG-TERM OXIDATION-EROSION RIG TESTING
Additiu,u_l oxidation-erosion rig testing was performed on most of tne twelve
coating systems to determine the performance of the coatings at lower temperature
_ levels. These reduced temperatures resulted in considerably longer exposure times,
particularly for the coated nickel-base alloys. The tests were performed as follows:
• Series 1 for up to 3000 hours on tr_e coated nickel-base alloys and 1600
hours on the coated cobalt-base alloyed. Tma x during test was 1845 ° F
i for the cobalt-base alloys and 1870 ° F for the nickel-base alloys.
i ': , Series 2 for up to 2000 hours on the coated nickel-base alloys
i and i000 hours on the coatedcobalt-baseal._oys.Tmax during
testwas 1950°F.
::_ _ • Series 3 for up to 1600 hours on the coated nickel-base alloys and
250 hours on the coated cobalt-base alloys. Tmax during test was
: ;.: _: 2050 ° F.
For the long-term tests, the following criterion for blade failure was estab-
: lished by the NASA Program Manager:o,
, Specimens were considered to have failed and were removed from test
! " when the average weight loss of the two blades was greater than 20
"- milligrams.
The 20-milligram weight loss value was selected based on results of the
previous tests that showed visual coating degradation occurring at this level without
catastrophic damage to the coated specimens. Substrate oxidation was also observed
in the hot spot along the trailing edges of the coated cobalt-base alloys at this weight
loss value. When pairs of specimens were withdrawn from test they were replaced
with pairs of the remaining coating systems.
4.1 NICKEL-BASE ALLOYS
i*
I Tests on the nickel-base alloys were concentrated primarily on the B and C
coatings on IN-100 alloy and on the F and H coatings on B1900 alloy. The D coating
(on IN-100) and the G coating (on BI_00) both exhibited extremely variable performance
0000000 ] --TSF02
in the Task II 100-hour screening test portion of the program. The latter two coatittgs
were used several times as spares to 'trill-in" the test specimen holder as other
specimez, s were removed.
Weight change during testing, surface appearance after test, metallogrz_phic
and electromicruprobe analyses after testing are included in the following sections.
4.1.1 Weight Change and Appearance
Curves of cumulative weight change plotted as a function of exposure time at
temperature are presented for the tests run at the three temperature levels. These
tests arc discussed in ascending order of temperature as Series 1, 2, and 3 in the
following sections. Photographs of the surface appearance of selected specimens after
test are also included for each series of tests.
Series 1 - Oxidation-Erosion Tests (Tma x 1870 ° F)
.I
The weight change curves for the Series 1 tee:_s on the B, C, D, F and H
coatings are shown in Figure 13. Based on visual examination and an average weight
= loss of 20 mg, the B coated specimens were judged failed and removed from test after
2160 hours exposure. Both specimens exhibited coating spalling and substrate oxida-
tion along the trailing edges on the concave surfaces of the blades. Specimen B35 after
test (weight loss 23.5 mg) is shown in Figure 14.
At 2560 hours, the average weight loss of the two C coated specimens on
IN-100 alloy w_s in excess of 20 rag; hence both specimens were removed from test.
The two specimens exhibited spot-type failures along the trailing edge of the blades.
Specimen C53 failed on the concave surface of the blade (Fig. 15A); whereas specimen
C52 exhibited a failure on the convex surface (Fig. 15B). Note the two nodules on
specimen C52 at the edge of the oxidation site. These nodules indicate either separa-
tion of the coating from the substrate (Kirkendall voids formation) or ltquation. The
nodules were first observed after approximately 900 hours total exposure in test.
A review of the turbine simulator log books and weight changes for the other specimens
in test did not indicate any abnormal operating conditions or over-temperature excur-
sion.
After a total of 600 hours exposure, both D coated specimens were removed
from test. The specimens exhibited considerable substrate oxidation and coating
spall. Weight loss was quite rapid from about 500 hours to the conclusion of the test,
as shown in Figure X3. Specimen DG2 after test (weight loss 33.5 mg) is shown in
Figure 16.
At 3040 hours total exposure, the remaining F and H coated specimens in
test experienced an e_reme over-temperature co_dition due to a malfunction of a
28
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FIGURE 13. WEIGHT CHANGE VERSUS TIME FOR COATINGS B, C, D, F, AND
_I": H DURING SERIES 1 TEST (Tmax 1870" F)
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FIGURE 14. SPECIMEN B35 AFTER 2160 HOURS EXPOSURE;
Series 1 Tests (Tma x 1870 ° F)
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FIGURE 15. SURFACE APPEARANCE OF COATING C ON IN-100 ALLOY
AFTER 2560 IIOURS EXPOSURE; Series 1 Tests (Tmax 1870° F)
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!7: FIGURE 16. SPECIMEN D52 AFTER 600 ItOURS EXPOSURE;
Series 1 Tests (Tma x 1870 ° F)
temperature controller, and the test was concluded. The F and H specimens were
:_ slightly melted and the molten material was deposited over the surfaces of the adjacent
:! specimens in the holder. During the last 300 hours in the test, one of the H coated
specimens exhibited a nearly constant weight loss of approximately 20 rag. Only minor
_: coating loss was visually apparent, however, on this specimen. The other H coated
_: specimens in test appeared unchanged except for the typical white/grey A1203 surface
:: appearance. Both F coated specimens after 3000 hours exposure did not show any
_( evidence of coating deterioration. Specimens F3 and H54 after the over-temperature
5 exposure are shown in Figure 17.
_:i Series 2 - Oxidation-Erosion Tests (Tma x 1950 ° F)
The weight change curves for the six coatings in the Series 2 oxidation-erosion
_ test on nickel-base 'alloys are shown in Figures 18 and 21. At approximately 1300
hours exposure, the B coating started to fail quite rapidly and was removed from test
after 1400 hours total exposure.
At the completion of 2000 total hours exposure, the C, F and H coatings ex-
" hibited no visible evidence of failure. There was no indication of coating spalling or
substrate oxidation. The surface appearance of these three coatings after test is
shown in Figure 19. The H coating had the largest weight loss in the test, 15 rag, with
i the C coating next at 12 rag. 'rhe F coated specimen continued to show a steady weight
;_ gain from approximately 1400 hours on, but this gain was entirely due m an oxide
buildup on the round shank of the specimen. This shank oxidation is only apparent on
_: the uncoated BI900 alloy (code letter E) and o:l the F coated specimens, which do not
' have any coating on the shanks (Fig. 20_.
l
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FIGURE 17. SPECIMENS F3 AND H54 AFTER OVER-TEMPERATURE
EXPOSURE; Series 1 Tests (Tmax 1950 ° F)
X-ray diffraction analysis of the oxide on the shank indicates that it is pri-
marily NiO with minor amounts of substrate elements also present, i.e., Mo, Cr and
Ti.
The three coatings visually appeared to be in excellent condition after the
long-time exposure, ThErefore, these three coatings were subjected to metallographic
examination to determine if any metallurgical changes resulted from the long-term
exposure. Results are reported in Section 4.1.2.
_- Figure 21 shows the wAight o.h_ge vcrzus time curves for the D and G coated
specimens. These coatings were introduced into the test as other coatings failed and
were removed from test. Results of the tests on the four G coated specimens (B1900
,_uhstrate) showed the oxidation life (time to 20 mg weight loss) to range from 810 hours
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(specimen G54) to a high of 1360 hours fer specimen G42. All four specimens exhibited
coating spalling near the trailing edge on the concave side during the course of the
test. For specimen G54, spalling was observed at approximately 520 hours exposure;
for G37 at 600 hours; for G42 at 720 hours; and G48 at about 360 hours. Surl'_ce
appearance of specimen G42 and G54 are shown in Figure 22.
Two D coated IN-100 alloy specimens were also included in the Series 2 test.
Specimens D34 and D63 exhibited the usual coating spalling and subsequent weight gain-
weight loss type curves previously exhil_ited by this massive coating system. Speci-
men D34 (Fig. 22) had lost 20 mg of weight after 300 hours exposure; whereas speci- -i
men D63 still showed a weight gain of approximately 10 mg after 300 hours exposure. _
Two D coated specimens included in a previous test at 2000 ° F exhibited similar per-
formance with coating lives of 371 and 413 hours exposure for the specimens.
Series 3 - Oxidation-Erosion Tests (Tma x 2050 ° F) -_
The weight change curves for the Series 3 tests on the B, C, F, G and H
coatings are shown in Figure 23. At approximately 700 hours exposure, the B coat-
ing (on B1900 alloy) started to fail. Coating spalling and substrate oxidation was •
apparent along the trailing edges on the concave surfaces as shown in Figure 24A.
After 1000 hours total exposure the specimens started to fail quite rapidly and were
removed from test after 1100 hours exposure. The surface appearance after test is
shown in Figure 24B.
Coating C (on IN-100 alloy) was removed from test when the average weight
loss of the two specimens reached approximately 20 rag. One small spot on the trail-
ing edge of specimen C54 was the only visual evidence of coating failure on these two
specimens (Fig. 25).
The surface of the F coating after 1400 hours total e:_posure is also shown in "_:
Figure 25. Visual examination of the specimens did not show any evidence of coating
degradation although the average weight loss was 20 rag. "_
At 1620 hours total exposure, the test was terminated when the two H coated
specimens lost an average of 20 rag, The surfaces of _.he specimens after test (Fig.
25) appeared quite smooth in the hot test area and somewhat rough and mottled in the _
cooler regions toward the leading edge and shank areas of the blades. No coating
defects, however, were apparent, t
Two G coated specimens were included in the test as fill-ins when failures !
occurred in the other coating systems. One G specimen exhibited coating spalling and i J
substrate oxidation very early in the test (loss of 20 mg in 300 hours); whereas the
other specimen did not show any evidence of coating spalling or substrate oxidation m
after a total of 520 hours exposure. |
3e |
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W 4.1.2 Coating Evaluations - Nickel-Base Alloys
In accordance with thepreviouswork and experimentaltechniques(Ref. I),
extensive evaluations of the structural changes occurring in coatings and matrix alloys
(coating induced) were made using metallography and electron microprobe analysis.
Table 1I[ shows the exposure times and temperatures for the particular specimens
which were evaluated. Those coatings which failed, according to the 20 mg weight loss
criterion, are indicated in the table.
7,
_ The blades were sectioned for metallurgical and microprobe analyses studies
through the hottest parts during the test. The temperature profiles, along the cross
_ sections, for the Series 1, Series 2 and Series 3 tests are shown in Figure 26.
Because of the known temperature gradients which existed between the leading
' _. Ill_ and trailing edge locations, it was possible to correlate structural changes with tempera-
;_ _ ture. A metallographic failure criterion was proposed by NASA personnel based on the
first observable discontinuities in the flMAI phase. A typical structure correspondingwZ
_' ! _ to this definition is shown in Figure 27. Such a definition in practice has different sig-
nificance for aluminide coatings on cobalt-base alloys as compared to those on nickel-
base alloys under oxidation-erosion conditions. This point is brought out in the dis-
Iii coating degradation. Metallographic and microprobe data are presented for
cussions of
each coating in the following paragraphs. Not all of the microprobe analyses which were
..,,,_. perlormed are includedinthissectionin order to avoidunnecessary repetition.The
•,i ti.'i additional data are included in Appendix A and will be referred to as required throughout
,_ this section.
_i,, r:_
,_ i TABLE m
OXIDATION-RIG EXPOSURES OF COATED NICKEL ALLOY SPECIMENS
ANALYZED BY METALLOGRAPHY AND ELECTRON MICROPROBE
Exposure Times (Hours)
,,, , , ...
, IN-100 Alloy ! B1900 Alloy
' Coating Coating
,' Test Temperature
°F (Max.)** B C D F O H
....... J i jll
!. 1870 2160 (f) 2560 (f) 603 (f) 3040 (t)* 545 3040 (0"
1950 1400 (O 2000 440 (f) 2000 1360 (0 2000
'! r
! _,_, 2050 1100 (f) 1370 (f) 80 1400 (f) 440 (t) 1620 (f)
" 520
• : I " (_ = Coating failure based on 20 mg weight loss
; * Failures due to rig malfunction ** Imbedded thermocouple
!i I 41
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, B Coatingon IN-100
The microscopic appearances of specimen cross sectionsafter2160 hours in
i Series 1 tests and ll0O hours in Series 3 tests are shown in Figures 28 and 29. Botl-.
i_,i
specimens had failed according to the weight loss criterion. The appearance at t'
.:. _. leading edges of b_th _pecimens was similar, but only the Series 1 specimen showed
evidence of substrate attack at the trailing edge locations. Such a difference corre-
lated well with the amou_.t of residual _' phase, which is seen in the high-ma_,mification
}. photographs in Figure 30. None of the/_MAI coating phase was retained in either
00000001-TSG06
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FIGURE 28. SPECIMEN AFTER 2160 HOURS (SERIES 1 TESTS); B Coating on IN-100 Alloy
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FIGURE 29. lVIICROSTRUCTURE AFTER 1100 HOURS IN SERIES 8 TESTS:
B Coatingon IN-IO0 Alloy .
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_: specimen at these hottest locations, but the Series 3 test specimen (BS1) had a contin-
!_ uous band of yt M3A1 phase, which was formed progressively during degradation of the
aluminum-rich flMAI, and was still affording oxidation protection to the substrate.
From Figure 30A, it can be seen that twice as long an exposure (2160 hours) _lt tht_
lower temperature was sufficient to cause aluminum depletion down to the level where
tile relatively poorly oxidation resistant y solution was formed. With no aluminum-
rich layer present, the oxidation process is characteristic of the uncoated alloy.
-. The electron microprobe analyses were determined using pure element standards
and the Colby computer program (Ref. 9) to provide semi-quantitative results. Without(,
alloy standards it is not possible to estimate the percentage that the electron microprobe
analyses vary from absolute values. Microprobe analyses were conducted at the same
location on all specimens, viz., the blade center, concave side. Figure 31 shows the
structure and corresponding microprobe analyses of specimen B40 (1400 hours in Series
_ 2 tests) at this location where the temperature during test was 1785" F. The structure
_ shown in Figure 31 was characteristic of all the B coated specimens after long-term
oxidation rig exposures at 1700" F to 1900" F. As shown in the previous work, phase
_, compositionsmay be related(toa firstapproximation)to the binaryNi-AI equilibrium
'_- phase diagram (Fig.32)by assuming thatCo can substitutefor Ni up to about15 weight
, percent. Some knowledge ofternaryand quaternary phase equilibriahelps inunder-
standing many of the phase separations but, obviously, some extremely complicated
diffusional processes may occur where ten or more major coating and substrate elements
are present.
!ill
Figure 31 shows that about 50 percent of the flMAI phase had been consumed
_iil in the B coating, and the remaining _ was surrounded by the white etching ytphase.Probe area number 1 in Figure 31 was in the oxide and the major metallic element was
aluminum, indicating A1203. Area number 2 gave an analysis in atomic percent of
_' 54.9Ni, 12.4Co, 31.0A1, 2.8Cr, 6.8Si and 5.8Ti. Reference to the 1000°C isothermal
section of Taylor and Floydts Ni-Cr-A1 (Ref. 1) diagram would give a composition
corresponding toil+ y'. However, the Nt-AI-Si diagram of Guard and Smith (Ref. 2)
_i shows an extended yt region up to about 29 atomic percent A1 and up to 15 atomic per-
cent Si and, therefore, the analyses would appear to be in agreement with reported
phase equilibria. The composition of points 3 and 5 would place this phase in the
center of a Ni-A1-Cr-Si quaternaryflMA1 phase. The granular or powdery phase along
the center of the coating has been discussed previously, and the present data which
show a high-titanium level and low total element count, and also the fact that a fluores-
cence similar to that noted with A1203 was observed during electron bombardment,
indicate an oxide, presumably TtO2, This may have been applied to prevent sintering
: of the pack media to the coating or may have been occluded during the coating process.
Whatever this phase is it was extremely inert and appeared to play no part in the coating
behavior. Probe area 7 was in a hard, brilliant white phase and gave analysis values
.t
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'-i::. FIGURE 30. MICROSTRUCTURE OF B COATING AT TRAILING EDGE
AFTER SERIES I AND SERIES 3 TESTS -"
of 3.3/tl, 63.5Cr, 8.4Ni, 3.7Co, 1.4Si and 0.9Ti atomic percent. Previous analyses
have shown segregation of Mo and Fe to these chromium-rich areas, which may account
for the low, total element values since neither of these elements was determined in
this particular analysis. The data therefore would tend to identify this phase as meta-
stable _ chromium.
,. The area shown in Figure 31 was at a temperature of 1.785 ° F and the coating
was close to failure based on the adopted memllographic failure criterion. Coating
" degrad_tion occurs by A1 loss from the surface ar,d interdiffusion at the coating/matrix I
interface resulting in the formation of y' (M3AL). Because of the extensive y' for-
!
mation at the interface, diffusion inward of A1 and diffusion outward of Nt must provide !
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....'i!:I l[ a significant contribution to coating degradation. The y' phase containing up to 15
I weight percent A1 (28 at. %) has significantly better oxidation resistance than _/solid
solution and, therefore, protection is still being afforded to the substrate, under
oxidation-erosion conditions, when all of the _MA1 has been consumed. Kaufman(Ref. 3), however, has recently shown that under sulfldation ditions _' is uch
less resistant to attack relative to NiA1 than under oxidation conditions. Thus, loss
_4_ of a continuous/_MAI layer is probably a good practical definition of failure.
"" ; ]ii C Coatin_ on IN-IO0
• 7, Figure 33 shows the low m_gniflcation and high magnification appearance of
*.i i..ii specimen C63 after 2000 hours exposure in Series 2 tests (Tma x 1950 ° F). This appear-
' ance was characteristic of the three C coated specimens examined aRer long-term
:! ":: exposures in Series 1, 2 and 3 tests.
•::. Fall coating coverage was retained at the cooler leading edge, but the coating
was completely consumed at the trailing edge. As shown in the high magnification
_! photographs, a coarse, two-phase _ _' was
+ structure obtained at the trailing edge
.....:,. (1950 ° F location) with _/solid solution being the outer phase. At the leading edge
_i i iiiiii!ii_ii _::_:_ t:t_ (1725 ° F)a large amount of the _MA1 was retained. Three major phases were noted
in the coating at this location: ,8, Y', and a grey phase intermediate in etching rate
between yv and _. A thin, continuous layer of _v was observable at the surface and
a wide zone of yt had formed at the interface growing into the matrix, which was again
i!. i ! an indication of significant aluminum diffusion into the matrix. According to the
: ":_; !_• wsight change data, this specimen had not failed after 2000 hours. However, as
"':/'_! i shown by the photomicrographs, the coating was completely consumed at the trailing 1
: :.'%:: , - edge at this particular blade cross section.
ti Microprobe analyses were conducted on specimen C52 (2560 hours in Series 1
: tests) and the data are shown in Figure 34. The temperature during test at this location
_! was 1705 ° F. Similar data for the Series 3 test specimen are shown in Appendix A.
;t
The three phases present in the coating are identified by probe areas 2, 3
and 4 in Figure 34. Point 2 gave compositions in atomic percent of 47.3A1, 44Ni_
12.3Co, 3.8Cr, 6.3Si and 0.26Mo which, combining the nickel and cobalt as one con-
stituent, would correspond to a point in the center of a hypothesized quaternary Ni-.Al-.
i Cr-Si _MA1 field (constructed from G_ard and Smithts ternary diagrams). Similarly,
•:. point 3 corresponds to the quaternary _ phase. The probe data indicated that silicon
• !!' . in color between the B and ._t, was apparently silicon-rich (15.1,41, 25.9St, 1/). 7Cr,
i'i 11.5Co, 33.3Ni atomiv percent) and the analysrJs would _ppear toplace it close to the
_:i!i,,::,_ !i ! fl+ _ phase field in the hypothesized NI-Si-Cr-._ quaternary. Th__._ phase was reported
-:- _ • , 'i
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I,\ (h_:,v,I an, I _mith to hc ll_c nlo._t ._;t_ble eumpound e_eet]t for the NiAI in the ternary
Ni ..Ni.-AI :_y._tem. A wide _',one of "_' composition had developed at the coating-matrix
imet'l;_,.,, (l_iat (_). The reh_tively high concentration of silicon determint_d in tile C
,'oa!in_ wc_uhl in_li,;ate th;_t thi_ wa_ ;m intentionally added element.
I) (',_;_lin,e,_bnIN-100
The l) coating on IN-100 was shown in the previous work to be the thickest
coalinlz at,plied to the nickel-base alloys (>0_ 005 inch), and was apparently applied in
a two-pha_e process where a chromizlng cycle constituted the final operation. A con-
tinu_m_ chromium-rich phase at the surface was identified as Cr3AI2 by microprobe
, and X--ray diffraction analyses. The coating was shown to be subject to rapid oxidatlor,
and ,.q)a|ling of the chromium-rich layer when exposed to high temperatures (above
1750 ° F) and, in this respect, was more temperature sensitive than the more conven-
tio|la., c_atings. Similar observations were made from the long-term test specimens.
Figure 35 shows the microscopic appearance of specimen D28 after 440 hours
in Se._ic,s 2 tests. The coating was intact at the leading edge location (1725 ° F), but
• _ had sp'dled and corroded away badly near the trailing edge (1950 ° F). Weight loss
data indicates failure after 440 hours in the Series 2 tests (24 mg weight loss).
Particles of a gold colored phase were observed in the oxidized Cr-rich areas.
These wore tentativelyidentifiedas chromium nitrides.
The microprobe data for specimen D52 (603hours inSeries I tests)are shown
: in Figure 36. As stated earlier, the original analytical data on the as-coated condition,
which included X-ray diffraction analysis, identified the outer ohromium-rich layer as
C r3 AI2. Following long-term oxidation exposures, this layer became internally
o×idized and porous, making the microprobe analysis of these areas difficult to inter-
pret. Metallograpiw indicated that there were two light etching phases in this outer
layer. A high, total element concentration was obtained from probe area 1 - 35.6A1,
51,5Cr, 4.4Fe, 6.4Co and 7.4Ni in atomic percent - and it was not possible to ldent|l_,,
the phase as 0 chromium or a chromium aluminide compound. The phase corresponding
to point 3, however, could be identified as ¢tchromium from the ternary diagram.
Probe ar_,as 2 and 4 gave compositions corresponding closely to stoichlometric (NiCo)AI.
The white dispersed phase in the lower part of the coating (points 5 and 6) was :flso
identifiedas _chromlum. (As shown intheprevious analyses,thisphase containedup
to 15 weightpercentmolybdenum which would, therefo__, accountfor thelow values
in theseanalyses.) The other hard phase in thelower part ofthe coating,which
appeared as irregularlyshaped particles(point7)was low in allof theelements
dete,'mined In this series of analyses. Semi-quantitative microprobe traverses showed
52
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conlqining silicon. In the Series 1 tests, F and II co:tied spt, citn(:ns suvvivt,d _,vc,r
,'1cO0 h.uvs, but unfortunately a failure in the temperature controlling e_lUJpmen[ causod
overheating and localized melting at 3040 hours. Metallography was performed .n the
specimens, bu_ gross structural change had occurred in bofh subslr_d_:, ;rod vc.m:_ining
coating such that evaluation was of no practical signit'ic'_nt:t_.
Microprobe data for the Series 2 tests are sh_lwn in l"i_owt" :m. The tempt, r:_-
ture covrosponding to this location during test was 17,_5° F. "Fh(- _;Iructuvc sh,_wn m
Fig_are 39 w_mid exemplify coating fuiluro based _-u_the n_,lall.oi,;rul_hit, triter!tin t_f
breal<d_wn ,ff the continuous flMAI layer. The y' pha,_t, c¢_lt_l|ttllt.ql tllt_ "(:o;_ting"
matrix ma_l, in qddltion to lhe large it_l;_md:__,l'_, lhor_, wt,r_, lw,, ,,Ih(,v _li,_¢'orniblo
i_h'_._.::, t_:',lLy close to t11o oril4inal eo_lting malvix inlorJ;tt.t_. ,'.u_l u._tmlly hi t'olll_l_q
wilh _'_..'h ,uh_.'v. One of these rt_mq_llh(.d tire hil4b ,_ilh_,m I,h:j,_,_,, whi_rh w:_:-_i_h,ntili(.,d
ill lilt' (: vtmting, whilt; I.h(, oLht_'.r_q)i)o:ll'od a_ whil_:,,di:4tr!'_:gt, i_urliclo.,_. '1'1|_ lighl l_l'e,V,
high silic',m i_hasc,, wits diffit'ul, I t_ sot' u_ldo'!"lhc _z!icv_q_vot_!r,. _tltlit.:d tl_|it;.r(_ncopt. (300X
m_lgnili_':lli,,lt) _llld, ill f_lt.'.l, Wit, _; _llly jllvI vi:;ibl_' :_t 10f!0X tllltlt,l' !}I_-_II|(,I:dlt_l';lldt,
Mit'lq_lH',ll_t' _h,l_rl'l_lillalion Nn. 5 w0._ ;In :l_.|t'lllt_| |_ :ltb'.t[y:,'_-, lri'H._. }')hrtSt__, bttt, :L"; _:Z_._
_)h.'.'._'rv_:_l IW the, l'ost(lttld ('_lT'l'loll :q:o!, lilt.'. ZH1;lly:d'._ w:l:_ It_rr[:tl'tl!t'd ltHl'lly t_tl tt,: whil.t:
clH_Iu-.', td_:_.,. ;_nd pIl_'tly on tl,, hitch ,'silJ(:Oll p!/r_,'_o. 'l'ht_ v;_!tle,': _t ,1.i_At; 10. ISi; i I.G(_F';
6.I;Co; :.:ft. I[q_ :!nd L_.STtt (zHo_lit_ Hct'¢t_nt) ,qho',w.,d II-mt tht., ulu!rJit_ut_t |t:vt.l w:_; v_.t'y l_,w
;lllrJ l}t:tl ,cT,i W:I:-'. ¢'OltOt_.lltVatt:d in Iht._ ..'I1'_,_t. Molvh/l(?'ttlltlit wi!_ nil( /I(_|f,l'lllill(-d_ whit.'ll ttl:l.v
OXld:_l_ltl,' lciw t-t_d eh,monl value:, 'l'}._ot_lht'l' au;_ly_e._ hh.'_H!lJudI.}t_'y_ llllit _phaso:_
illld .._h,o,'.*_'*l lh:ll |ll_' t'|lrOllliltm ('t_w,.'_mlr't_li,m W:t's t|tl|t(! low It! lht_ tq,tlti:),' ',0 w_?ig|lL
t!:_l;ll, t,_d_:_tt w:t:. pt't_st'ul tr_ ;tl_,_tll Illo _:ttl_t._ |tg, o[ ;Its ill th(: ll:;ltl'iX ;!lIOv in bt_th ,t" tlll¢l
/_ld_:_r;{':-:, while, tIInltlllltli w/l,_ tl|}ll:ll'tqHlv ro.i(:(:lt;tl Ir, ll-tl lh(, _MAI, "i'ho t?_ir|iel. Iitialysis
_li :.:leq'il'llt'tl '_ lo_':ftqt li,r lilt) h_tll'_! ,_'howoti t|tiI| [ll_ot!! 2.(1 W('tl._lll. t}l:l'tq._q| .'_ilic,m lind
(;.II wt'i_.,hl i,_,'t't,,,nt (:hl'.t_lluruwas |tl'¢q4.tq'll it1 hot!__/' and/_ldtast,s. The late.t" an'llyses
illd!t;;tl_.,I, l lu'r',.|l_l'_:, that Iht'str lwo eltPnlclltt._ WeFt+,lJl'_tgrt_s_ively lost during the long-
fit_ ,,:..+,l:t_,,,_ , ,q)ru_ttl.t,_. Itt!lh IllOt:!llt,gt'/q_hV filial re!err!probe analyst, s showed that
;._tlt_:,l;lidt,,i t,,,,.r_lll'ltt:._i_rt ,_1 AI :m_t Ni _t('_'ilrl'otl lit the (q)tttlllg/matl'tx illlorf;lt!t,,
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(i(',mlinl._,JlI_I191)0
t The G ('¢mlinl:, wa,q provi_m?,ly :.:hewn to Im more comph:x than most others
alqflit,d It_ ni4,1:pl.qm.,;,_ alloys, Th(, t,cmling pr_me_,s ;qJparently hwolved a ehromlzing
('v_'i,' I_ri,,r I_ al_lninizing in',.hwt.d ;_.t:na_i.nl_ a layer atwith hard o chromlum
tin, inlt_rlac,, ,_,' al,,ng lho ,.,:nl,.;r of 1.h(_aluminide layer. The G coating was subject
I,>v,,i,ll,,,'tn:Iti,m:Ittd_l):_].linl,_alongthe ,_hr,mHum-richlav_r and the metallographic
i ,htla indical,,,l that lhi,q wn:_ a Iurl(:lion of et,_Hinl.' structure uniformity. Figure 40 shows
Ih,' :;I ru,:lll_'_, al lea,.li ng ;tnd i r,,l_mg edge hm,'.ttions (] 725 ° F anti 1950 ° F) of the specimen
t tc':-;l_',I}',,1' I:_{_D111)111":-{Ilt _l'}[}l)"l". The aluminide layer was completely consumed at the1_ail inl_ e, lgi(, anti the lh rt,t_ pha_e,_, ./, ,/' and a chromium, were. visible in the residual
e,,a,li,u.' ]ay,:r,. /\1 !he l.owcr temperature h_eation a fairly thick aluminlde layer was
relained. Chromium-rich phases were present throughout the coating in this partleu-: lar specimen alld we}'(_act as concentrat dalongthe intermediatezone as in other
s_eeimens which wore examined. Considerablescatterwas observed inthe perfof
_ mance of G coated.qpecimens,and itwas possibloto relatethistothedistributionof
,} lhe chromium-rich phase. Whea'ex;erthisphase made contactwith the exposed surface
and intermediatelayer, rapidoxidationoccurred beneaththeflMA] layerand subsequent
. sp_dling occurred.
Specimens G59 and G2,6 pro-vide a good example of the variation in coa_ing
iIi performance. These specimens were rig tested simultm_eously in a Series 3 test.
_'_:; Specimen G36 spelled badly and was removed from test _,fter 440 hours, while G59
" '_'_' showed no signs of failure after 520 hours. All testing on the program was concludedat this point. Microprobe data for these two specime s are shown in F_.gures 41 and
.. 42. the temperature corresponding to these locations during test was 1855 ° F. Phases
I positively ldenti[ied from tbe data in Figure 41 were _MAI(2); c_Cr(3 and 5); andy'M3AI(6 ). Tho matrix analysis (8) at the canterline corresponded well with the known
,. B1900 values. The second analysis (Fig. 42) was carried out to identify a_y compe-
l sttional differences between G59 and G36, which could account for the early failure of
_ specimen Ga6. The major difference was the presence o.f considerably more oi the
c,hromium-rich phase throughout the coating on specimen G36. The frequently observed
I presence of this phase, connecting the outer surface and intermediate layer, {point 1q
m Fig. 42) was clearly responsible for oxidation and spelling. In contrast, the coating
, on G59 containeda narrower and more uniform a chromium layerwhich didnot make
I direct contact with the oxidizing environing-at at any point. Figure 43 shows that [3MA1
was retained at the trailing edge {2050 ° F location) on this specimen a£ter the 520 hours
, rig exposure. A point of significance in Figure 43 is that, although the remainingMA1 layer was quite thin at this location, extensive y' formation had not occurred as
_ was the case with the other coa_ing_ on nickel-base alloys. This implies that the chrom-
ium layerwas an effectivediffusionbarrier to aluminum diffusinginwards and/ornickeldifiu lngvutward_, t:reventingdilution fthe fJMAI phase by mat lx/coating
,. reactions, The (duminma depletion me(]hanism would be largely restricted to formation
and sp_dhn_ of ,rA1;t03. The formation of a wide band of _/solid solution at the interface' w_ typical el the chromium ,containing coatings as mentioned previously,
!I
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Leading Edge TrailingEdge
%,
Magnification:
:: 750X
• "i::'_ FIGURE 40. MICROSTRUCTURE AFTER 1360 HOURS IN SERIES 2 TEST;
.:,.,_.- G Coatingon BI900 Alloy(Tma x 1950°F)
_,_,
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F I(,I,IiE 41. E1,ECTRON M'ICI'I(+>I)II<)I+E ANAI,YSI8 OF G COATIN, ON 131900 ALLOY
} :\FTEP, 520 IIOUilS; Series IT Test (Tma x 2050 ° F)
i:
_ 61
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Specimen No. G36
_,_ , Test No. 37
, : ................:: :_ ?_ :.,:,:_ Etchant: Oxalic Acid-
,,. _,:.:,'.: ,z:.:.:_"_:_:__" " ...... " Electrolytic
Local Temperature: 1855" F
: I CompositiOn(wt%)AI Co Cr Mo Ni Ti Total
, 1 55.60 3.50 68.6 5.3 11.40 0.06 144.5
2 27.40 8.10 19.8 1.4 55.50 0.13 112.3
3 3.70 5,40 56.9 1.6 15.80 0.06 83.5
4 5,20 0.60 76.4 13.3 0.93 1.30 97.7
5 0.60 12.80 23.1 5.5 51.20 4.00 97.2 _
6 7,10 10.10 12.2 4.3 66.50 0.43 100.6
7 7.90 11.40 11.4 5.2 67.80 1.30 105.0 :
r'IGI'ilE 42. ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF G COATING ON B1900 Al,l,(}x" _
AFTER 440 HOURS; Series 3 Tes_ (Tma x 2050 _ F)
62
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" | Specimen ._,,.,r:_-'*,,|
I _,.
, ,........ _o r ._. Etchant: Oxalic Acid-
L '_-.... _ .... "- _.,v' -=_ , .. Electrolytic
) N ""_ ' "_ ' "" 79 " '
I _./ _ ('_ _," ' ", ,b
, _<, ,,_!¢_,;._,:--'--..._ _,._ ..... ,_ lVIagnification: 750X
,.--".,,._.,_¢'_ \ _.,_,..._r-'_,'.,_A_/_..._¢t'_..$__"
I FIGURE 43. MICROSTRUCTURE OF TRAILING EDGE OF SPECIMEN G59
t I
)'_,
I H Coating on B1900 Alloy
I coating was one thicker coatings applied to the program alloys
The H of the
and exhibited good performance in the short-term, high-temperature tests. Specimen
. _ H3 had not failed, according to the thermogravimetric data, after 2000 hours in Series
I 2 tests. Metallography, however, showed that no coating was retained at the trailing
edge location after this exposure. Figure 44 shows the a0pearance of the blade cross-
I section at the extreme temperature locations (1725 ° I.' and 1_950° F). Although theurface appearance of this specimen w s good _t the completion of the test, the low
magnification photograph of the trailing edge showed thal, oxidation-erosion sufficient
I to change the specimen profile had occurred. At the trailing edge the specimen surfacewas again typical of exposed, uncoated B1900. The remaining flMA1 layer at the
leading edge was quite thick and significantly less of the _/' phase had formed within the
I fl, compared to the silicon containiug coatings ((,.g., C and F). The usual zone of ¥'plus isolated precipitate particles had formed at the interface.
[ Figure 45 shows tim ct,ml_in()d m_,tallogvaphic-mierol)robc analysis which was
performed on spccimon 1t3 at the mi,I section (1"'_* " •• tS,, 1 ) The conting had failed at this
i
l_', 63[
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Jt ,_t._cinlt:n No. 113
FIGURE 45. EI.ECTIION MICROPROBE ANAI,Y_]S cW II C¢}ATIN(} ()N BII)IJI;)
AI,I,()Y Al,"rb_ll 2(]#i0 flOURS; ._k_rh_,,_2 Te_I (*l_nax 1950" F)
65
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hwati_m, re.cording t_ the n_elalh_graphit_ failure criterion, since _MAI no longer
formed the c,,altng-lnalrix phase, l'hasos wh|oh could be positively Idol]tilled from _
these amdyst_s were '_,'M3AI (i,4) and flMAI (2). The phase corre, sponding to (3) was
tet_latively hh,ntilied as aCr and showed 71 atomic percent Cr; since earliur analyses
had shown segregation of molyl,demlm t,, this l,hase, the analyses would tend to agree
with a Cr-Mo bee solid solution. The matrix analysis (6) was in a predominantly ,_,t
region, as ,Itgt, rmined by examination of the microprobe beam carbon residue spo_,
which explains tht_ high aluminum level,
,t. 1.3 Comparison of Nickel-Base Alloy Coatings (see page 101 for Cobalt-Bane Alloys)
The purpose ot this program was to compare the structure and chemistry of
a variety of commercially available coatings and to compare their relative performances
in .t simulated gas turbine environment, The chemistry of the coatings is, in most
c'lses, related intimately to the chemistry of the substrate alloys and, therefore, com-
parisons of coating chemistry and performance must include consideration of the
stLbstrate alloy. The relative performances of the coatings are discussed below', and
an attempt is made to relate these to structural and chemical differences.
Because of the large temperature gradient which existed between the leading
and trailing edge blade locations, it was possible to observe a coating structure on the
prepared eros._ sections corresponding to any exposure temperature between the two
extremes - usually a range of about 200 ° F to :_00° F. A ecating failure criterion was
e,_tablished for the nickel-base alloy coating where the first appearance of a structure, '
_ttch as shown in Figures 27 and 45, was taken as the failure point. Specimens from ,:
up t#_ four tests were examined; thereibre it was possible to obtain up to four points on
a li|e-tenq_erature plot tk_t"each coating. Since these data are limited, they were
plotled _ bands rather than as well-defined curves
Figures 4tl and 47 show the available data for the coatings on IN-100 and _!
BIg00 alh_ys. On IN-100 alloy the B and C coatings showed similar life in the 1750 ° F
to 1_50 ° F temperature range. The indicated temperature for 3000-hour life was be-
lwecn 1700 ° F and 1800 ° F with the C coating, perhaps hav!_g a slight temperature :
advantage. The D coating appeared to have the highest temperature capability in the
short-term tests (2100 ° F, 100 hours), but exhibited a steeper slope on the coating _
'Ll.
life-temperature curves because of its spalling tendency.
From Figure 47, the F and H coatings had the highest temperature (between _'
1765 and 1805 ° F), 3000-hour life capability. The chromium-containing G coating |
appeared to have the higt_st temperature, 100-hour life capability (2100 ° F), but, similar
to the D coating on IN-100, exhibited a steeper slope on the life-temperature curves. I
The data indicated a slightly higher 100-hour temperature for the II coating (2045 ° F) t
compared to the F coating (2000 ° F). On an overall basis, the F coating on B1900 alloy
!
i,_J_ _J
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appeared to have the highest temperature polenttal for 3000 hours life ot all the coatings
on the nick¢_l-base alloys.
St rueturally and chemically, there were many slmllaritk_s between the F
coaling on 131900 and the t2 coating on IN-100. The, presence of silicon in b_Jth coatings
app_ared to be related to tilt; manner in which y' was formed within the MAI layer.
As pointtM .ut previously, Guard and Smlth*s NI-AI-Si diagram (Rcf. 2) shows an ....
extcnth;d V' rt;gion to hlglier alumlnut_ lew;ls than in the binary. This could account
for the ext0msive _/t formation within the aluminide layer in addition to the ,¢* formation
at the c,mting-matrix interface, which occurred with all of the coatings. Providing |
the aluminum activity of tlu-_mart-ace phase was sufficiently high to form the protective I
A12_3, tht:; oxidation rate was apparently unchanged. The alominum reservoir, there-
fore, was lhu m,,st important factor. The presence of sil':eon in ttle oxide may have 1
been btmt;fi_,ial in terms of the spelling rate of oAI203. The solubility of SiC2 in i
• AI20_ is known to be negligible in contrast to C_-203, which exhtbtts complete
" solubility, l_ut the presence of ,'t two=phase oxide, A1203 + SIC2, could have improved 11plasticity which would tend to decrease spelling and, therefore, provide longer life
for the cualing. Silicon was also lbtmd in the B coating, but to lower levels than in
C and F, and the grey etching phase was not observed, h_ many respects silicon was |
': the most difficult element to analyze, and possible errors arising from such sources't
as silicon c'_rbide grinding papers must be considered. |
I
• '.:. "l'h_ I) and C, coatings were less conventional and apparently applied In two-step
proeesse.,_o }_oth coatings were shown to have serious limitations. The D coating on ][
IN-100 sp:_ltcd badly in the outer chromium-rich layer (initially Cr3AI2) due to internal I
oxidation :_u,l/'or nitride t'ormatlon. The presence of chromium caused formation of a
;. ¥ solhl s_,iut._,,n phase at the surface, whtuh was _table in contact with _MAI. Ox|datlon
"( proceeded m,,rt_ rapidly titan if _¢'M,qAI had termed. (
: Al:,p_rent lack of control in the G coating process produced variations in the ....
amount of t-hr,_mlur_-rteh phase present within tile alumltatde. Wl_enevcr the chromium-
rich phase n-t__decontact with the t,xidtzlng environment, accelerated oxidation trod
subseque, f ,g.,aillng occurred, Good i_rformancv was exhibited by one or two spe¢:i- "_
mens in whi,.h the chromium layer was restricted to a narrow, continuous hwt.,r _t. the
coatlng/m_,t;_fl interface or intermediate zone in th_ coating. Under theae conditions, 5'
the chrontmnt layer appeared to prolong the coatii_g life by restricting aluminum and/or I
nickel (|i|tu_i,_n across the Inlerface, This coating Is potentially a good pt_rtbrmcr,
providing fla:t_ hotter control of the application process is at_hteved. Balltslic Impact I_
propert.ie:,_ _t,,ultl, howevt_r, be considered because of the apparent brlttlentms of the !
chrornh.lrn tas:ur •
Thr, _t ,:¢_ating on 11t.900 and C coating on IN-t00 had similar lives a;td, on an I
overall b;.,:-_.:.;,,:t,uld h_ rated equally as second best performer. The data indicate that
:: the C and !..'__,:.,_ings were lhe "same" (I.e., applied by tile same proc_ss); in whit:h |
t¢
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case, the hf,tter performance of the F coating must be related to tht_ substrate compo-
7 sition. The probe analysis showed thai the elements, which entered and were retained,
_ in the coating (in addition to nickel) were cobalt, chromium and titanium. Other
elements stlch as molybdenum and tantalum, which r_presented significant composi-
tional differences between the two alloy:_, did not enter the coating to any appreciable
extent, It could not be determined conclusively which of the elements, Co, Cr and
Ti, could contribute to more rapid degradation, but it is felt that the y solid solution-
forming elements, Co and Cr, could have caused slightly more rapid degradation of
the C coating compared to the F coating by formation of the y phase at high tempera-
turvs in preference to the more oxidation resistant y_ phase. The effect of the cobalt
level in the substrata alloy on y-forming tendency has been confirmed in a current
progr_m at Solar (contract N00019-68-C-0532). High cobalt alloys such as IN-100
formed a continuous y layer at _he coating-metal interface, while low cobalt alloys
such a_ 713C formed a ¥' interface layer when the same coating was applied. Redden
(Ref. 5) noted the adverse effect of titanium in the substrate on the oxidation resist-
i _ ance of _duminide coatings. "['he poorer performance of the C coating on IN-100 com-
f pared to the F coating on B1900 may be in a large part due to the high concentration
of titanium in the IN-100 alloy.
Silicon was not found in the H coating to any significant level, a fact which
tends to support the conclusion that this element is beneficial to optimum coating life
_ and may be related to a decreased spalling rate of protective AI203. However, a potent-
i_ i lal problem was shown to exist which was related to the presence of silicon. An incipient
melting phenomenon was observed in specimen C52 which caused bulging of the coating
_ ! at the trailing edge location (Fig. 48). Microprobe analysis and high magnification
; ! "_
i
I Magnification: 40X
i S ,'" •
FIGURE 48. , PLCiMEN C52 AFTER 2560 HOURS AT 1870 ° F
: 69
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metallography of this region is shown in Figure, A-2 of Ai)l),:mli.x A. '1"1}_'I,,'_d tc, iJ,-
pt:rllture was ,'lhout 1870" F. Tim motalk,graphy _,mi i,i'(Jl)_, ,h,la in, li(.:,l,.,t lhal fh,. it!
incipient melling was .issoetated with seffrc,galiou 1,1 .,;tile,,1,. ,,\,_ ,,x,,,.:; ,,f :;ilj,.,,,,
there{ore, c_mhl resull in a low melling poled t_t_:tt}ll{: , .
'|'11¢'l¢)rmation Of a _/I zone littho, ¢.:o:{tiri_,:--m:llrixi|lll'r{;|l'¢!l,{,,l;})l;i,?,,ill {dl.
the eoating/._ul,:_trnte combinalions (nl,;k,d :,ll,)y_). 'Phi:_ I;b,,,,. w;t:; ,r,,,,{il'i,_,{ i,, :h,,
case ,)l'lh,.¢_Jll',ffnJtl111-rioJi(;o_ItJrlg'._Stlt_Jlth:,t,y _{cdi,{:_o},lli,,._1w:,:;l',,r',u,.,{:|1l,,ml)(_r:,..
IHl'eS |lbov¢. {_D{) ° [". At looal'J,lllt_ tll)rF¢.',ql}l,lldill[. ', 11{ {t.|-,lj)l_rlllt,{'¢.,_ ,11 {ff'tw,',tll 17011" 1,
and lbl(l(l" F ;lu aeleular phase was t',,rme,[ wilhill the 'i' '{ll{'u._;i'_t] _',m,r l:,y,,r. },:,<:tr,q_l,,._:
_Ire shown ill l. itgtlr{, '19. _ the pr,,vi,_u._ w,)rl;, lhi:_ ph:,:;,, %_11._ I,_ill_{iv,.lv i,{,JiIlil{,,({
as acicuhu." o i,ha._e. In view of the work (,f Collins (l{,,f. _;) whi,'h :'how_',t l.{ll,l o' {)ba'_,'
was not si;,bh, above about 1620 ° F in typical stqu,rall,,ys :,ml, Inor, r r(',:,cldJy, l}_._work
of Ilawd(ia (l{,.rf. 7 ) which identifi.ed formation ¢,1' aci_:uiar 0 l'r,,m _' iu a Ni-(_r _Ti-AI
alloy, a posit ix,t: identification of the phase shown in ],'igtl}'t2 .19 t:ottld tab1 I,t., rrtltth, with-
out X-ray analy,_is on extracted particles, More important tha_l th,. id#:aliii('alion ¢,1'
the phas¢+ w()uhl l)e an e.valuation of its effc:ct on mechat)J('.al, i)rop_r{.ic:._ ,_t' the. c(,at,_(I
alloy.
4.'2 COBAI,'r-1]ASE ALLOYS
Tests (m the cobalt-base alloys were concentraled primarily on the ,I and L
coatings on X-.10 alloy and on the O and P coatings on WI-52 alloy. Timse four coatings
exhibited best performance on.the cobalt-base alloys In the Task I1, 100-}mur :::creen-
ing tests. Specimens of the K coating (on X-40) anti N coating (on W[-52) w_re used !i
as required to fill in the test specimen holder. Weight change du_'ing testing, surface
appearance after test, met',tllographic and electron microprobe analysis after testing :
are lncludeti in the following sections.
4.2.1 Weight Change and Appearance
Curves of cumulative weight change plottcdas a functionoi"exposure time at
temperature are presented for the three temperature levels - Series I, Se,rtes 2, and
Series 3. Photographs are shown of the surface appearance of selected specimens
after the oxidation-erosion tests.
Series 2 .-Oxldatton-Eroslon Tests (Tma x 1845" F)
The weight change curves for the Series 1 tes{s on the J, L, N, O, and P {
t.otttings nre shown in Figure 50. Based on visual evidence o1' severe subst_'ate
I
_t
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-xi(l:tti,,)n and tepid metal loss, the O coating was removed from test after 1000 hours
,'xi),)sur,,. Tim first visual evidence of coating failure was at approximatelyobserved
65o h,_lt_'_ At fhis lime. a small area of spelled coating and blue-to-black oxide was
i _l_l):_rt, l_t ,)n th,, t:ol|cave surface of the blade along the trailing edge (Fig. 51A). Thisare'_ _ql,wly _,cre'ised in width and depth, After 860 hours of exposure the substrate
oxidation was extremely rapid. Figure 51B shows this failed area on the concave
I Stll'!';It'[' :Iftt++r I(+sl.
The I, coated X-40 alloy specimens exhibited slight coating spelling after
i i approximately 500 hours total exposure. From 500 to 1400 hours, the specimens
W continued to slowly lose weight in a uniform manner. After approximately 1400 hours,
both specimens _.xhibited a large increase in substrate oxidation and a correspond-
' _ ingly rapid weight loss. Specimens were removed from test after 1480 hours exposure.
!1 Figure 52 shows tl_e surface appearance of the L coating after test.
I Erosion-oxidation the J and P terminated after total
tests on coatings wer_ a
O| 15S0 hours exposure. The coated specimens are shown in Figures 53 and 54. With
:i both coatings, the specimens exhibited some evidence of coating loss, spalling and
I substrate oxidation. All failure sites occurred along the trailing edges on the concave
sur face,_.
! s,' t_.rms 2 - Oxidation-Erosion Tests (Tma x 1950°F
]_ Results of the ,Series 2 tests performed on the J, K, L, N, O, and P coatings| arc shown in Fig,ares 55 and 56. The J coating (on X-40 alloy) exhibited excellent
p(:r'l<_rmance in the test. At 994 hours the test was terminated when the average weight
ii los_.+of the two specimens was in excess of 20 milligrams (one specimen had lost
_ 34.4 mg and the other specimen had lost 16.3 mg). Visual examination showed sub-
._trat_ oxidation and erosion along the trailing edges of both specimens on the concave
I surface of the blades. One specimen after test is shown in Figure 57.
On the WI-52 alloy, coating P exhibited tim best perlbrmance (as judged by
I weight loss and visual appearance only). The performance of this coating was some-
what better than the O coating and considerably butter than the N coating. From the
Ii shape of the w._ight change curve for coating P, coating depletion and oxide buildupwet- essentially equal from 400 to 600 hours; aluminum depletion then reached a point
at which o-AI20 3 could not be maintained and the specimens were oxidized quite
I rapi<lly. Specimens were removed from the test at 694 hours exposure (Fig. 58),
The C)coating (on WI-52 alloy) exhibited a weight _in for approximately
I :|'30 bour._ similar to that shown by the J coating, llowever, from 330 to 475 hours,l)olh sl)ecimenu lost weight quite rapidly (0.12 mg/hr); from 475 hours on, the coatLng
f_,il(,d c_+tastropi_ically in a manner similar to that observed during sevt, ral 100-hour
11 l.(,s_._ in Task II (Ref. 1). Specim_,ns were removed from test at 519 hours when the|
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Specimen 04.2
ii:i:i,:):;:+':':__"_ " ' .... , _ ,. ,.._ 650 Hours Exposure
, Weight Gain: 21.4 mg
: Concave Surface
•-'-_, +?.,,+ , . Magnification: 2.3X
' "' +,_,_._: IcC : +.+P T
i
A
i
t
', .': . _+
,+A,, ,: . . • + + ,+ + +. .... _:,
_?::,:::: :--::": .... .: 100O Hours Exposure I
,'"_'"'"' : ' , ' Weight Loss: 15 mg
[v,_.:':'..,., . ..:."..... Concave Surface
• ++ ++ ,
• .: ,.:...:_+'_,-..':::+" ., i. Magnification:2.3X
B i:
FIGURE 51. SURFACE APPEARANCE OF COATING O AFTER SERIES 1 TESTS
(Trnax 1845 ° F) t
I
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r_: . Specimen No. L47
1480 Hours Exposure
•_ Weight Loss: 24.5 mg
| " Concave Surface
Magnification: 2.2X
FIGURE 52. SURFACE APPEARANCE OF COAT[NG L
•' AFTER "_,.:RIES 1 TESTS (Tma x 1845 ° F)
I
FIGURE 53. SURt ACI, APPEARANCI,: (H." ('{_A't'IN[_ ,l
I AFTER SERII,,, 1 TESTS (Tma × I_,150 !,')
:
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Specimen No. P48
;: ' '" :"_"_"_ 1BS0 Ilours Exposure
• .7_ ' Weight Gain: 15.8 mg
I_,'_,t;" .,,:,_.__' Concave Surface
_ :,,_. . ,.. :., _ Magmification: 2X
, ,
FIGURE 54. SURFACE APPEARANCE el.'COATING P AFTER SERIES 1 TF,STS
(Tma x 1845 _ F)
average weight loss of the two specimens roached 20 mllligrums. Specimen 045 after
test is shown in Figure 59.
Coating I. (on X-40 Mloy) exhibited fair performance in the test. First
observathm F _;coating spelling and sub_trate attack was apparent after approximately
I GO hours exposure. Specimens were continued in test to a total of 519 hours exposure.
The surfacu apl)earance of specimen i_t5 aft,_r test is shown in Figure 60.
The results of the test(>nthe K and N coatings (Fig, 56) show considerable
difforo, nee in i_¢,rf-rmance bt, tw¢:t,n ,-,_,.clmens. It should be noted, however, that the
K and N t_tmting.n et_nsiste, lttiy _2xhibih.d tire poorest performance in all the previous
,,xitl tti_,n-or'o._i,m te,_ts. '['hi_ e.xtrt, me variation in oxidation protection for the K :
ctmting ('all I;V,_lml)ly bt: cxphtined by tile large variation in coating thickness side-to-
_ith, (liol. I),
I_o,w_'st I_crf,,rln:moe was exhibited by the N coating on WI-52 alloy. Both
._Hv¢.imon_ ,.xhibitod m_ immediate weight loss similar to that previously shown by this
tro:ttitlg sv'._tc,,m ill p|'ovious Task II tests. Exposure time for an average weight loss
_1 2tl m_ wH_ o11|y "',_;_hotlrs,
Series "_- Oxidation-Erosion Tests (Tmax 2050° F) {
The wt,i_hi change curves [or the Series 3 tests on the J and P coatings are
._Itt;\vnin i"i_,-tll'(.:G1. Surf_tceappearance of specimens after approximately 250 hours I'(,:xl)t),,,qll"(_:it'(, sh¢)wllin ]:igur¢} !j2.
!
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Specimen J2
994 Hours Exposure
Weight Loss: 34,4 mg
Concave Side
Magnification: 2X -
"e "' °. :
FIGURE 57. SURFACE APPEARANCE OF COATING J
AFTER SERIES 2 TESTS (Trap:: 1950* F)
|
-4-_ Weight Loss: 47 mg
Concaw_ Side ,
i Magnification: 2.25X
"f
' i
I,I(H_I{E 58. SUI{I:AC[,: APPI,:AIIANCE ()F COATING I) t
A l,"rl,:l( SEllIES '2 "I"E.';TS (Tmnx 1950° F)
!
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_+i+ ,,, ++, +!.!
ii_,;:""";_' +'+ Specimen 045
520 Ilours Exposure
.... --- Weight Loss: 23 mg
Concave Side
Magnification: 2.25X
)
.. ! FIGURE 59. SURFACE APPEARANCE OF COATING O
AFTER SERIES 2 TESTS (Tma x 1950" F)
+ q_ +: :J::_.+'. '.;'i Specimen IA5::+ ! .+, 520 Hours Exposure
_+._,, Weight Loss: 35 .rag
__:_ Concave Side
Magnification: 2.25X
! ! ,
I,I+;ITI(E [;0, ,_t'lt VACE APPEARANCE OF COATING L
,i, A I,'T1,;il NI.:IIII.:N '2 rl.'.S'l+S (Tmn × 1950 _ F)
+ + " "+ ,, . '.' " : ," . ?+ r" + .,., ..r
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Series 3 Tests
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FIGURE 61. WEIGHT CHANGE VERSUS TIME FOIl COATINGS J AND P ,
DURING SERIES 3 TESTS (Tma x 2050 °F)
, These lwo coatings were not tested to failure, i.e., 20 mg average weight
loss. The specimens were inserted into the test as replacements for the C and F --r
• coatings as they failed and were removed from test, The entire test was terminated .
_; when tile ren):;ining two coated nickel-base alloy specimens (H coating on B1900 alloy)
• failed. From (h,, shape of the weight change curves, it is apparent that the coatings
1
i: both started t,) I,il at appro×imately 70 hours total exposure. All specimens exhibited
; a maximum \v_,l_hl _ain anti the first appearance of blue oxide (CoAI204) was observed
::_ at this time. W,,ight loss from 70 hours exposure to the termination of the lest was
slower far the ,f ,:crating (on X-40 alloy) due to the more oxidation resistant substrate :!
alloy. Both (,,,:)l Jags after test showed visual coating failure,. The J specimens showed
sligi_l, coating _.l,:dt and some blue-black oxide; whereas the P spe:eimens exhiblled a
|arlz,,_ loss ,.)l t, :,, ing and the subst._luent aPtmtlranec of black substrate oxide (Co:tO4).
4,'2.2 C'o:itia)_, I.:vtduation_ - Colmlt-Basc Alloys
"l'al)|(., t_' _hows tlm eXl)OSur(,, limes and tempt.ratur(,s for the coated X-4() and
Wi--)2 alloy ._l),,..imon_ which wt:)'_ cvaluat_,d t)y mctallography antl mioropr()l)(; analyses.
l((.l)).t.._t, IUatix t, ,_.,tallol_rt)phi(. ), and micrt;l)rol)t, _ analysis tiara are discussed i)) tim
l()lh)wing l):l)';),,i ' i)h_. Additional )))icr()l))',)l)c d;)la _)re include(l in Apl)(mdix A. .-
!
,if
!
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TABI,E (V
OX_DATION-RIG EXDOSLHtES ()i,' COATED COBALT ALI, OY S1)ECIMENS
AN.¢I,YZED BY METALLOGRAPIIY ANI) ELECTI{ON MICROPROBI_]
E _lmSn re Times (Itours)
X-40 Alloy Wl-52 Alley
Coati ng Coating
Test 'l'_,mpurature 1 F
° 1" (max.) * J K | L N O I)
1845 1580 580 1480 (I) 100 1000 (O 1580
195() 985 (f) 170 (0 5)9 (f) 160 (1) 519 (f)i694 (i_
250(0
2050 250 ........ 220
f= Coatingfailurebased on 20 mg weight loss _
• = Imbedded thermocouple
The ,_ame metallographic failure criterion as used for the coatings on nickel-
base alloys wa._ adopted for the cobalt alloys to obtain coating life vs. temperature --_
curves. Failure of the coating and noticeable substrate attack occurred over a much
more localized region (temperature range) than witil the nickel-base alloys. This fact
can be related to the phase equilibria. The binary Co-A1 system (Fig. 63) has no phase
of intermediate aluminum level between flCoA1 and ace, analogous to the y, in the
Ni-A1 system. (For the Ni-A1 system, superior oxidation resistance was afforded by
the ,/' phase than the matrix composition.) At 1800" F, flCoA1 containing 20 weight
percent A1 is in equilibr_nm with ctCo containing only 5 weight percent A1. Thus, when
the lVlAI phase tn the coating has been consumed, rapid attack of the matrix occurs.
Figure 64 shows a continuous sequence of nlicrophotographs along an airfoil cross
section moving toward the trailing edge and illustrates coating failure and substrate
attack on X-40 alloy. The distance between tl_e first observable discontinuity in the
MAI layer (coating failure) and extensive substrate attack is less than 0.020 inch. An
M23C 6 interface layer was identified which apparently had good oxidation resistance.
Coating failure on WI=52 alloy occurred in a similnr manner, but the presence of MC
carbides having poor oxidation resistance resulted in rapid interface attack and spalling
once the MA1 oxygen diffusion barrier was peneS.rated. In general, the coatings applied
to the cobalt-base alloys were significantly th_inner tb_m tho.,_e on th(.',niel<,=:l.-b,',_(, ;)l),,v ;.
82
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Coating Failure
•••....... t , .._...._-_:,,.,
:. _. _ _. • , , #" ".. , _, _
Magnification: 750X (reduced 10%) Etchaut: Oxalic Acid-Electrolytic
FIGURE 64. REPRESENTATIVE COATING DEGRADATION OF COBALT-BASE ALLOYS
_ Note: Total Length of Blade Covered by These Photo-
micrographs Equivalent to 0.027 Inch (X-40 Alloy).
}.
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J Coating on X-40 Alloy
4 4 i_
! It was shown in Reference 1 that the J coating was the most uniform coating
on X-40 alloy in terms of thickness and structure and was also the best performer in
I the high-temperature 100-hour tests. In this series of tests, the J coating was con-firmed as the best performer on X-40 alloy.
Figures 65 to 67 show leading and trailing edge sections of specimens fr(_mSeries 1, 2 and 3 tests. T e coating had been consumed and substrata attack initiated
after 1580 hours at 1845°F (Series 1 test). Thermogravimctric data (See. 4.1) did
I.. not indicate failure after this exposure based on an arbitrary weight loss criterion.Severe substrata attack had occurred at the trailing edge of Series 2 test specimen
(Fig. 66) after an exposure of 985 hours at 1950 ° F. Above about 1800 ° F, coating
t failure was followed by rapid substrata oxidation. The Series 3 test also showed fairly
4
extensive substrate attack at the trailing edge (Fig. 67), but failure was not indicated
by the thermogravimetric data.
:. The microprobe data for specimen J28 are presented in Figure 68. The
' T majority of the microprobe analyses were performed at the same location on the blade
cross section, i.e., midway between leading and trailing edges on the concave side.
•. The temperature corresponding to the location on specimen J28 was 1740°F and, as
_,:-
(iiii:'i_:! shown in Figure 68, the coating was still providing full protection to the substrato after•_i the 1580 hours exposure, having lost only about 20 percent of its original thickness.
: The analysis in the oxide (Point 1) showed the presence of appreciable amounts of both
.:i:':, _ aluminum and cobalt, indicating the presence of both Al203 and Co304 spinel, which
• , was determined by surface X-ray diffraction studies on the 100-hour test specimens
_ ,o (Ref. 1). The aluminum level in the/_MAI (Points 2 and 3) was about 22.6 weight percent
i:i ....._: (37 atomic percent)which, on the binary Co-A1 diagram at 1700*F, would be just inside
•_ 'i the fl phase field. At lower temperatures the composition corresponded to the a +
_ two-phase region and, therefore, fl of this composition is metastable. The data
14F b _
_: indicated, therefore, that the aluminum level was depleted alnmst to the point where
,-O,.
the non-protective aCe would be formed within the coating (in addition to the very thin
_i" layer at the surface). Figure A-6 in Appendix A shows the probe data for specimen J44(Series 2 t st). After 994 hours at 1785°F the aluminum level in the flMAI was shown
to be about 30 weight percent (48 atomic percent). The equilibrium solubility of chro-
mium at this temperature in theflMAl was indicated to be about 8.0 weight percent.
Probe area 4 in Figure 68 was in the continuous chromium-rich interface
_i[ phase which formed with all of the coatings on X-40 alloy. This phase was frequently
I
noted to be continuous with the large M23C 6 carbides in the matrix. (see Fig. A-6 in
Appendix A.) Assuming the Co and A1 values to be mostly background interference,
_ the analysis of Point 4, 69 ').,.Cr, 15.5W, 10,0Co, 2.0Al 2.0Ni is in agreement with
I: a Cr21 (Me, W)2C 6 composition which, in the absence of Rio, would be 71Cr, 24W, 5C.
Additionally, qualitative scans for carbon aml chromium indicated that the matrix
I M23C 6 phase and _he interface phase were identical. Because of low refractory metal
'f' ' I
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Leading Edge Trailing Edge
, *
Specimen J28
' !
•:':i_ _ ,
: Local Temperature: 1625 ° F Local Temperature: 1845 ° F ,
•.:,_ FIGURE 65. J COATING ON X-40 ALLOY AFTER 1580 HOURS; Series 1 Test '
_;i;-: Etchant: Oxalic Acid-Electrolytic Magnification: 40X ._
i:'i:':i Leading Edge Trailing Edge
,., ,'_ .4 ,¢ 'q
q * .*
Specimen J44
s
. ,
' _ Local Temv_rature: 1725 ° F Local Temperature: 1950"F
' ".: FIGURE 66, ,T COATING ON X-40 ALLOY AFTER 985 HOURS; _¢_-_rie._2 Test
O0000002-TSF02
| ' .
I 1.c,mji ng Edge'
I
t
I Sw.cirnen J21
_ Etchtmt: Oxalic Acid-Electrolytic
Magnification: 40X
I
..: Local Temperature: 1740" F
i; Trailing Edge
!
I
I
t
t Local'lcmperature: 2050 °i,'
i FIGUttE 67. ('O,\TING J AI, TER 250 IIOURS EXIJ()SURE IN SEIIIES ;', "I"I,;:'_T
:1 8'/
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Specimen No. J28
FIGURE 68. EI.ECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF J COATING ON X-40 ALLOY
AI;'TER 1580 HOURS; Series 1 Test (Tma x 1845 ° F)
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I
i content, only the M23C(; (.arhide is formed in X-40 to any appreciable extent, In theas-coated c ondilion, r2AI was identified as a dispersed pha_ wlthin the coating but,
as shown in the short term tests, this phase was not stable during thermal exposures.
I Apparently the aluminum entered the flMAI mid the chromium migrated to the M23C 6interface phase. From th current work, the pre_nce of the inte £ace csrbide is
believed to be a significant factor in the performance of coatings on cobalt alloys,
| Probe location 5 showed very low aluminum level lu the substrate immediately below
I the coating, which is in contrast to the observations on nickel-base allo vs where inter-
diffusion across the coating-matrix interlace was apparontl), a significant factor in
,; coating degradation. The data suggest that the M23 C6 dfffumon barrier restricted
.... coating degradation due to aluminum depletion by oxide formation and ,_palling, which
would explain why the relatively thin coatings on cobalt 'alloys perl[ormed relatively well
,i compared to the much thicker coatings on nickel-base alloys. Am_lysis of Point 6 appar-
ently .viehled an average value of the matrix and carbide. Points 5 and 7 (Fig. A-6,
' App. A) provide more realistic values for the carbide, phase.
K Coat!ng on X-40 Alloy
{_!. The K coating was subject to significant thickness variations from specimen-
to-specimen and from side-to-side (concave-to-convex) on individual specimens. This
_ thickness variation was reflected in the oxidation-erosion tests where considerable
.- ,eiriation in performmme between pairs of specimens was noted. Table XV of Ref-
erence 1" reports a 2:1 tl_ickness variation between convex and concave sides of as-
i' coated specimens,
Figure (;9 shows the leading and trailing edge locations of the specimen from
;' the Series 1 test ai'ter 580 hours. This specimen had not failed according to the
':_ thermogravimetric data. The photomicrographs show the retention of a continuous
.:, alumlnide laver at the hottest location; thus failure, as defined by the metallographic
:': criterion, had _so not occurred. The coating thickness variation is evident from the
low magnification pimtograph of the trailing edge. Except for the absence of a
dispersed Cr2AI phase at the leading edge location, the coating was virtually unaltered
(structurally) from the as-coated co:ldition. At the trailing edge section, three phases
were evident: an outer oCo layer, a continuous _IMA1 layer and a continuous M23C 6
interface layer. As judged from the growth of the a layer, the coating was close to
failure.
l,eading Edge Trailing Edge
Specimen K32
Magnification:
40X
Locnl Temperature: 1625_.F Local Temperature: 1845°F
Etchant: Oxalic Acid-Electrolytic
FIGI_]_I.*, _;9,, I_llCH_,)STRUCTURE AFTI,]It 580 II¢)URS IN S],:iill,:,_ I tl:':;T;
t-_ l'¢mlitlg I)n X-4O Alloy
DO
_.
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I
I Specimen No. K32
1
The sl_Kl_tlv hil.dler aluminum levul ill the M'AI phase ,ff the K coating was in re,card
with the M1tu'h'r t.xpn_ul'e.
x ,LO,ULLov
'-i'he I, .oat qg was shown (Ref. 1) to have the lowest average thickness of the
eo;tlings appliell I,) K--t0 alloy hut structurally was very similar 1(_the ,l _md K coatings.
No significan! .,;Iera.rural or chemical diJ.'[orcnct_s having prm;tical Sigllific_ll¢:O ill fOrmS
of c,mting life w'¢'r_' identified in the present work.
Tim alq,,,;,c:mccof loading and trailing cdg'c sections mid tile coating appearance
at tile failure h,.ali(m of SlX.:cimcn L:18 (1480-hour exposure, Series 1 test) are shown
in Figure 71. .41 the trailing edge concave side, complete coating consumption and
extensive suhsl,'_Jl, :alack had occurred, The temperature corresponding to the 1480-
hour failure l(,'ali,m was aboul 18()0°F on the concave side (about 0.25 inch from the
trailing edge lil, ),
Microl)rol,e "_l_alvsis for the Series 2 test specimen exposed for 520 hours is
shown in Figure 7:-' The temperature during test at this centerline location was 1785°F.
A high alumlnunl v_*}uc .30 weight percent was determined in the aluminide phase with
a correspondi_lv I,,wer (,hromium level (5 weight percent). The nickel level was about
:, the same as :hH_,,t i J, ,l :rod K coatings; (i.e., eqmvalent to the substrate level). The ".
•. interface phase l l',,int :;) had the same composition and was continuous with the massive
M23C 6 phase m th(. _-ad,strate (Point 4), and was therefore identified as the carbide. A
very low AI h,vci it, the substrate was shown by Points 5 and 6. The silicon values are
sustx, c[ because g,f ;mmnalously high readings in the substrate.
N (!,}ai_.r Wt ,'
The nmi,." ,.:_vbide phases in W1-52 have. been identified as the script type MC i[i
,r
and the M_;t' _ 5i2:_'_; eutcctic. The higl_ refractory metal content MC carbide (Cb, _C
did m)t go into, ._,_tuli,m within tt_e _M_M phase as readily as the M23C 6 carbide in coat-
ings ,m X 10 all,,v :,,d was present in tim diffusion zone in all of the coatings on V_q-52.
This ph'me was r,., _HIv shown (Ref. 8) to oxidize very rapidly in exposed, lmeoated
Wl_5 '_ fol'nlillg ( u I' I_._(}_. -,,
The as r_','t.,_ved N coaling was inLt_rme(liatu ill thickness between the 0 alld P
coatings but h'_(I :;, I,r,v ;tlUlllintllll content il| tile outer layer which may have been an [
indieaUon oL"dee_, _,,it_!.;AI activity during the coating process, The N coating was
shown to be. the _-_w:;_l_:rformer on W! o,_._'' alloy, and _ery little testing was carried out
on Lids coating in Iho t-cscnl ¢_,yaltlaiion. I
I
I Leading Edge Trailing Edge
s
!
: Slx_eimen L48
?,
_;, Magnification:
40X
_ Local Temperal_)'_,: 1(;25_F Local Temt_,ra%re: 1845°F
.!
Etchant: Oxalic Acid-Electrolytic
Magnification: 750X
I ocal T(,mlxyvature: 1800"I."
I,l_,l]l{l', 7!. ,\ll_'lI<_','l'tll;t'Tllltl,: AI,'TI,:I{ I1,_0 II()IJI{S IN : I,'.I{II,',S I 'lEST;
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Specimen No. L4:}
,- . ,:,.. _, ,'_.,_hb_ ,_ :,'_,,'_ ;,,,...,_.,,;,:,_,:,_ I".xpox_rc: 520 Hours
,_;¢i,...:_,_ Electrol_ie, _- -,_ ,,' , -; ,,_ %t, '7 '_, ",, ' _" ' 1
Loc al Temperat_u.e. _785 oF
Composition
(wt %)
Al Co Cr I Ni Si ! W Total
._ i
1 31.9 53.6 5.3 12.3 I.60 2.3 107.0
2 36.0 54.8 5.5 12.7 I.60 2.i 112.7
_-- = ..... ,, ?
3 1.9 15.9 158.4 5.8 - 12.9 )4.9
4 1.1 18.2 156.2 l 2.1 0.24 13.7 91.5
5 3.3 60.7 I 19.6 I 9.7 2.40 6._ 102.6
(; 1.7 58.6 121.1 I 10.9 2.10 ] 7,3 101.7
,_.7 o._5_:3i_.Li _.1 _._o]............... "°' ,., _o_.o
,["IGUIIE 72. I';I,I':(?TIt()N MICII()I)IIOBE ANAI,YSIS OF L COATING ON X-40 ALLOY
A J"_'E !¢ 520 IIOURS; Serlc:s 2 Test (Tma x 1950 ° F)
|
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I + i Lu_tding Edge Trailing Edge
_,,_'_',_...' ,"; . .L;" '!.%_, _
i ,*':" _." . - ' ++ ' ,i_,, _ _ SpecimenN3O
. : , , .... , +. ,,. _: ,_'
:i. ,(..' .. t
I .'_ ,'.:', ,.:,,": .
_'" ' : "!' ";' "';:' " ' ' :++'-". ." :7' .. + '" '2 +.+*¢ . .. ,,_ Lt *. '_':' _" + '""
i Local Temperature: 1725°F Local Temperature: 1950°F
i
"+_:"+':_' Magnification: 40X• • .t° o
:_'. I Etchant: Oxalic Acid-Electrolytic|
_...,+.::. FIGURE 73, N COATING ON WI-52 ALLOY AFTER 160 HOURS EXPOSURE
: . IN SERIES 2 TEST
' ':":_ Figure 73 shows leading and trailing edge sections (1725 and 1950°F lcu_ations)
:"'";':::'" of N30 after 160 hours exposure in the Series 2 test, Failure of the co_ing a_d exten-
' " :_;": sive substrate attack had occurred at the trailing edge,
"i:' _i! Microprobe data and high magnfficatkn metallography for tb_ satire specimen
are shown in Figure 74, More than 50 percent of the original flMAI was consumed at
i this centerline location (1785°F) so that only a thin layer (0.0005 inch) remained. The
outer layer (Point 1) was a solid solution, containing only about 5 weigl_,L percent _Yl, with
large oxide globules. A high aluminum level was obtained for the remaining MA1 layer.
I Immediately below the coating 3 and complex region consisting of(Points 4) was a
different carbide phases and internal oxidation products in the o matrix. The stability
of the microprobe beam was a problem on poorly concreting phases. Point 6 evidentlyI
| produced emissions from the mixed carbide pha_e and the matrix. Internal oxidation
o£ the carbide phasos at the coating/metal interface was responsible for coating spalling
i once the fl MAI layer was penetrated. Minor internal oxidation below the coating was, evident in at) ol_'the as-coated WI-52 speci mns.
" Specimen No. N30
, FIGURE 74. ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF N COATING ON WI-52 ALLOY
•.::: AFTER 160 HOURS; Series 2 Test (Tma x 1950 ° F)
•" !:,i
4
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O Coating on WI-52 Alloy
::" W
The O coating was the thilmest coating applied to WI-52. A high aluminum
level, however, was determined in the as-coated condition and the aluminum level was
I highest in the outer layers in contrast to the N coating, which showed a decreasing
aluminum gradient toward the surface.
I Specimen 042 survived 1000 hours in the Series 1 test before failure occurred
as indicated by weight loss data. Th_ leading and trailing edge sections (local tempera-
11' tures were 1625°F and 1845°F) are shown in Figure 75. Substantial substrate attackhad occurred at the trailing edge but the coating was still intact at the leading edge.
!I.. Leading Edge Trailing Edge
/ ' -4
t_ - ,
.j° .
, _._ Specimen 042
_1 _':
i, _r-
,, 5""
/
" Local Temperature: 1(}25°F Local Tem_.rature: 1845 ° F
Magn_ificali on: 40X
Etchant: Oxalic Acid-Electrolytic
FIGUI_E 75. O COATING ON WI-52 ALLOY AFTER 1000 HOURS EXPOSURE
i IN SER}:ES 1 TEST
• The structureat thecenterlocation(1740°F)and corre_l_ondiugmicroprobe
. _ : m_alysis are shown in i"iks_re 76. The BMA1 wa_ still preneut as a conlinuous [ayer at
this locatic,n but the delcrmined A! eo_q)osition (Poini..r. [ tt)_d 2) was 1o_ (abort 20 w,_igl_t
{ percent). In lt_e binary phase diagram tbis aluminum c,:m_p,,sition is just m_ the fl/c_-_/_
boundary at 1740°F. The coa_ing failure location was defined at a region very close to
" that shown in Figure 76. Point 3 wa_ in an area of carbides and internal oxides. The
• oxides exhibited a fluorescence under the electron beam, characteristic of A_203.
Analyses 4 and 5 were typical substrate compositions. Iron was found to be distributed
uniformly throughout the coating and substrata.
P Coating on WI-52
The P coating was found in previous work (Ref. 1) to be the best overall per-
former on the WI-52 alloy. It was shown to be the thickest and most uniform coating
on WI-52 in terms of structure and aluminum distribution. The superior performance
of this coating on WI-52 was confirmed in these longer term tests.
:(: Figure 77 shows the low magnification photomicrographs of specimens tested
: in the Series 1 and Series 3 tests. Neither specimen had failed according to the thermo-
.J
gravimetric data and no gross substrata attack could be observed at the trailing e.'-e
_ locations after 1580 hours at 1845 ° F and after 220 hours at 2050 ° F, This coatin_ ,ms
the only one on cobalt-base alloys which offered more than 100 hours protection at tem-
_ peratures above 2000 ° F based on the Series 3 tests and is in conflict with the data
presented in Volume I (Ref. 1) which showed coating J (X-40 alloy) to have superior
oxidation resistance at 2000 ° F and above. Differences cannot be positively accounted
( for in this investigation, but microstructure_ in Figures 67 and 77 definitely support
the superior performance of the P coating over the J coating. _ '
}.
::: More detailed metallography of Specimen P49 (1580 hours, Series I test) at
the trailing edge is shown in Figure 78. The coating had failed at a location corres-
pon_ng to an exposure temperature of 1845 ° F. (Fig. 78A) and oxidation of the MC
carbides and a substrata at the interface was evident. Figure 78B was at a slightly
cooler location about 1/8 inch along the blade from 78A. Although the coating was
fully adequate for continued protection at this location, significant internal oxidation
at*he interface had occurred due to oxygen penetration from _he failed region.
The structure and microprobe analysis of the sam_ specimen at the ceuterline
174C°F location is shovm in Figure 79. Virtually no chm_g'e in thickness from the as-
coated condition was found at this iocation, o_d the dendritic or script-type MC ear-
bides in the lower half of the coating were also apparently tmchanged. The major c,oating
phase (Points 1 and 2) was essentially CoAl containing 7 to 8 weight percent chromium.
Ar_a 1 in atomic percent, yielded 41.2AI, 48.0Co, 6.5Cr, 0.8W, 1.3 Fe and 2.3Si.
The chromium-rich pha_e (Point 3) was similar in appearmlce to the M2,3C(; phase amt
Point 4 was a region of MC carbides, _MA1 and chromium-rich phase. Points 5 and 6
were very similar to the centerlinc matrix value (Point 7) except for 1.7 weight percent
AI in Point 5 at the coating/matrix interl\ace. Ag_dn, surprisingly low aluminum v_ducs
were obtained just below the coating. Iron and silicon appeared to be presel_t to (:q_iva,-
lentamo!mts in the MAI ,lhdWI-52 matrix.
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ISpecimen No. Ot2
!
| o,
5 Test No. 36©
Etehant: Oxalic Acid-
: Electrolytic
Magnification: 750X
I.ocalTemperature: 1740°F
i
Com_l_sition
(wt
A1 Co Cr Fe Si 1 W Total
1 20,10 64.0 10.0 2.4 1.20! 4.65 102.4
2 19.70 63.0 10.0 2.4 0.99! 5.00 101.I
3 20.30 25,9 27,3 0.4 0.49 15.30 89,7 :_
I
4 2.20 64.7 22.5 2.30.90 10.90 103.5
5 0.77 63.,q 24.0 2.3 i 0.94 11.40 103.3 _!....
_: _ 6 0. I1 66.1 25.4 2.4 [ 0.95 8.40 103.4
FIGURE 76. ELECTRON MICROPROI_E ANALYSIS OF O COATING ON WI-52 ALLOY
AFTER 1000 iIOURS; Series 1 Tost {Tmax 1845° F) ....
' 45..
Magnification: ,_._:,,:c_.,_ ,_,_,
40X
,,ozal Temperature: 1625°F Local Temperature: 1845°F
Etchant: Oxalic Acid-Electrolytic
220 Hours
Exposure
Serie_ 3 Test
_09
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fp_
, _r,_:_+ ',_. , ,:_:, ,. 1580 [tOUt".; - , , ', .....
' ,+.,,+ + ,. -°' ",............ . 'x,
' .. ::'_ "J +I, Series 1 Test +, .._¢+ _'_:,'.;,_ ' = '.+. '
,_[* %
+ 8, 17
Local Temperature: 1845°F Local Temperature: 1825°F
_' Magnification: 750X
"_ Etehant: Oxalic Acid-Electrolytic
FIGURE 7"8. COATING FAILURE AND INTERFACE OXIDATION
T 1845 ° F)t,!. ON P-COATED WI-52 ( max
_.'2.3 Compat'ison of Cobalt-Base Alloy Coati_gs (see page 66 IOr Nickel-Base Alloys)
•:' The known l<:mperature gradients along the airfoils during the three series
o1" tests weft' used t,) ('<_rrclate coating failure (defined metMlogvaphh.ally, e.g.,
Fig. (;,!mM 78) with extmsure leml.,.'ralure _mci time. Figure 80 shows the avail:_hle
d:t|a <,. ;i lemperature/tog time ptot [(.,r X--.!+0 and WI+52 alh:,y_.
' Tim' ,I coating had the Mghest temperature c_tpal_ility, over the entire teml'_.'ra+-
t:vrC' rm}gu+ of the three coatings on X-40 alloy. "l"h+.,exh'al_>Jated temperature for
} 3(}0()--houe li|e was atmut 1.800 ° P, Co|l,qider___,hle _;,:aiqev h: the data points for tim K
i _:oalin_; was tl_ doul,)l, rel'tted to the eonsiderahh:, thi_,hness variations. (In W1--52 alim*.
the I' c,mtirt!_ showed ,listinctly b_+>t'_ev_271'Ol,+lllaJlt+'t: ttmH N or (), .\ :HII'I(I-ItotlI+ ]i (: ;.t["
l:.(J0 l" WD8 indh:ated, which COlli|+ !l'Ol'+t lO the ,1 ('O/.t|[Dg [IfC+ Otl +_ --tO. ]_t!( 1_illc_l(.'1.'
• l{,l_q_.,vah_r_, advltvfl.age (2(11111"1.') il_ lhe sh<wl-i_:_ +__,[(lit. h¢,_r lc.;,ts Wa_s <d,,_crk(,,I. (h*
m_ ,_vt,r:_,l] I_a:-;is ilia+ I "_c,_alilq.( was; lht: be, st _rolililtg _111,._t_;0lt -f;us,.+ alh.J'+'.x+ (,%_¢:<tug++l.i-
ii,t;_ti<m, t_:_t"_,r:-*ph '.', paae .1,+,+)
lhicL_+¢,:_m +,f the ah_luini<Ic lay< I' uplx++u,r¢+,lI. +,r. _+_, ,uu:-+t .sm, lt+li<':ml t+av:._m,,t,.v
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I,etwei'n the tmal_m,;:.; wt:rc not fotmd to be very great :rod the effects were largely over-
rdtatlowod Iw _t_.tliltl:,_ lhit_l,:|lcSS variations. There were. however, inlere.sting structural
¢liff(,rmm_,,_ lJ(,[wol.u I.ho c_mtings on X-40 and WI-52 alloy_ which were re, laird to ix;r...
[Ol'll I;tnl'.C,
The: 'X-'!n all,w is slit,dd,ly higher in chrnmium and caehon than the WI-52 alloy
:uld dr)ef_ not _,ml'_in MC ,:'u-little-forming element._ such af_ erdl_lnl)ium and Ill.llt_lJtil'll.
The nmjm" uat'l_i_h' ptm:-u.' i1_ X.40 is M23C_;. 1)m'ing eoat.ing depositian, M2306 from
the mnlri,_; wa_; di_;mAw,d in l he MAI i)haso and formed Cr2AI as disl_rsed particles.
l)urirlg sul)sHlu_,nt Ih(,rmal c'xl_oslll'es the ehromium was re, jceted from the flMA1 layer
ha'ruing a (umiimmu,_ M23(,'1; phas," ut the (:oatinyJmatrix interface. This interface zone
was "<eey _tal,le a_,I i,t i._ hypothesized that it at:ted as a diflhsion barrier and prevented
AI [liffusion inlo lhc, suhstrate alloy and Co diffusion into the coating. However, the
t.qudibrium solubilily al :aluminum in a Co-Cr-W alloy is probably low so that the
equilibrium conceal eat ion gradient would be small and the diffusivity of A1 would be low.
The thielmess of tile interface zone was related directly to the thickness of
tile eoatirg. Compared to (he MC carbides in WI-52, the M23C 6 phase had good oxi- _
dation resistauce minimizing the contribution of oxidation along the interface to coating t
failure in coated X-40 specimens. In general, the coatings on X-40 contained fewer
second phase particles within/_MAl and were structurally more homogeneous.
The _,_,q-52 alloy is more complex than X-40. Several carbide compositions
m_d morphologies are normally present which eouhl become part of the coating layer.
TI_e monocarbtde (Cb, \_C was prevalent in tim lower layers of the coatings on this
alloy m_d did not go inlo solulion after the longest test exposures. This phase formed
interdendritica.lly in lhe eas[ alloy and during the coating process the. aluminide lormed
ae_)und it sr_ that its original grain b)ua]dary lot:alien could lie recognized relative to
grain Inmndaries in the substrate. Minor internal oxidation occurred at the substrate
alloy il_tert'ace during lhe coating process. The recent data of l,owell {Re[. 8) showed
ihat tt_e I_rain boundary CbC was oxidized first during elevated temperature exposures
_>fWI-52 in air, m_d the _)bscrved internal oxidation of as-c,_,ated WI-52 aplmarcd to be
related to this phase. It was found in the present work that rapid oxidation along the
interfere; MC carbides ocvurred when the aluminide layer had failed, ,,rod lhus con-
trilmted to acc, eler:._W,d spa]ling, Very low alumir,,'m levels were invariably found in
the sub,irate alloy and although a very thin layer of M23C 6 was _zentatively identified
_t the interfaue, it (lid not appear to be continuous. Therefore, the diffusion inward
of 'duminum was probably restricted hy the low solubility in z. Co-Cr-W solid solution
raiher than by a diffusion barrier mechanism.
M:_jm' (lift'ertm(,es bet-_,H:n the coatings on the cobalt alloys were eelated tn
&ffc, r,:_nces in the sulmtrate _loy compositions. Variations which eouhl !_ related to
lhe ,.,mli_,g processes were lesfs apparent th,'m with lhe enatlng8 oll nict_el base _dloy_.
I
i For instance.,,, th_ t:v:_l._:_l hm_ did not identify any ,luplt,× c.o_ltinl_ iJroct, ssu;_ t,r tumml_iK_tt txsly _,_¢.:d-._iv, the _ iw ;, t_n_ of i)Ht._lHio0;llly :td_l_;d (,h,mc, ni._ ia lh_, coaLinKs A high
D.lunlilltlllfl h,,¢l_l ill |hi, illili:lJ. MAi I)h;mu' w:t,_ shown to lJ(: d(:_ir:ll)lt, 0,crop,ire Lh_ iJ(;I....
IOrlll;lll(_(:" t.)[ ,_q ;111(1 1) Ct)ill.illg':-;), ;1'_ we 01d t.., (,Xl)i,(:_l_,ql. Tht, Ihick ilil.,-'l'l';J('u J:IV('I':- (I r, |.(I2(1/x nl) ilot(:d on lh(, ,I t_'o_0linl_'(X-40 alloy) ancl tim P eoatillff, (W|-r;2 : iloy) ;_:_-(_(m|_.,_l
spe(;irnen,'-; (It,ll'. 1, l,'i K, ,_.I and _t)) indicated 1,h_t these, coating,,, wert: _,pplic_[ ;._t a
I sufl'icienlly ::3ow vnt_, 1._ p_,)'mil ._ignil'icnnt diflusion of Co outw_lrd and Cr inward. Allil_h-.tt;ml,t_r_.ll._ut'_, pvc_,t,ss, with a motleral.ely high tllUlTlilleqli _t(Jt[vity iS indic_oh__d, lint
which has a r_,l:,liv,q,v Jow-del)osition rate. Analyses on the P coating possibly indic_,_ted
I.• silicon addilion:_, I,m th,: ._upt:rior pc, rformanee of tills coating wt,s apparenl.ly duc
largely to its l.ht_d<n_,_.q {At reservoir).
1, Bceausc of the brittle nature of aluminide coatings on cobalt alloys in the
as-coated condition, it is difficult to produce coatings of thickness equivalent to those
i]_. on nickel alloys and avoid spalling problems. Following thermal exposures, the
,. ._ coatings appeared to become considerably more ductile, indicating that initial super-
... saturation with elements from the substrate (Cr, C) ma_, have been responsible for
._I the as-coated cracking tendency.fll
It would be of considerable interest to conduct coating evaluation studies on
' :_, one or tx_o selected coatings applied to several d_fferent cobalt-base alloys in order to
'" more clearly define the effects of substrate composition on coating thickness (or rate
of formation), .structure, and composition.
' 'I'
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CONCLUSIONS
I
• Thick_r (_,oating._ arc more readily _tpplied to alckcl-b'_se than _obalt _
ba_ .'alloys, t)ut the life p_)r 0.001 inch of enating is not ._i6riificantly
difh_re, m bctwe(.,.n better coatings on the two alloy systems.
j • Protecticm afforded the substrate above 2000* F was significantly longer
-. _, for coated nickel-base than cobalt-base alloys. Ilowever, the test data
:. when _;xtrapolated out to 10,000 hours showed that thq better coatings on
I X-40 (J and L) and on BI900 (F and H) are approximately equivalent, pro=
.. .. !_, viding protection to approximately 1750 _+50° F. Other coatings sinewing
long-lerm protection, for example I:*on WI-52, B and C on IN-100, and
':_ G and H on BIg00, indicatedan extrapolated10,000-houroperatingtem-
.._ _, perature, 100 ° F lower, i.e., approximately 1700"F.
': _:I' ® Diffusionof aluminum intoX-40 and WI-52 cobalt-basealloyswas less
_'_. pronounced thanintoIN-100 and BI900 nickel-basealloys,even though
."* the concentration gradient _ was greater in the cobalt-base alloys. High
( _: concentrations of carbides and refractory metals rejected by the roche-
• '_ aluminides appeared to act as effective diffusion barriers for the diffusion
• :,.
.:. o. of aluminum,
,,_. f_ I
• High percentage chromium, aluminide coatings on nickel-base alloys
•=.,. _ (usuallyappliedintwo cycles),e.g. D on IN-100 and O on BI900, afforded
/,
;L_, longer protection above 2000 ° F than coatings low 'in chromium. However,
because o£ hardness, spalling tendency and internal oxidation, life was
': less at lower temperatures compared to the better, low-.chromium,!'.
,. aluminide coatings, e, g., C on IN-100 and F .and H on B1900.
_ * Positive identiflcatLon of additives to cobalt-base alloy coatings in addition
: to aluminum was notpossible. The approximately0.0005 inchthickM23C 6
interfacelayerof theJ coatingon X-40 (Ref. 1, Fig. '18and 84)indicated
_ the possible application of chromium prior to aluminizing. But the high
::' chromium content of X-40 alloy (25.5%) and low solubility of chromium
in B-CoAl could be responsible for this interface layer. Very slow
• _.. deposition of aluminum _t high temperature may have produced the
_' chromium-rlch interfac_layerby rejectionof chromium from the /3-CoAI........
4
e
|
almninide. The presence of this thick carbide layer must have contri-
buted to the retention of the E-CoAl surface layer and the long life of the
coating at intermediate temperatures, e.g., p_'ovlding a 10,000-hour
life at 1800" F.
, Coated X-40 speuimens were less susceptible to lntergranular and lnter_
face oxidation thsn eoate_ WI-52 specimens. With h-40, the interface and
interg_anular carbides were primarily rd23C6 which appeared to be quite
oxidatiox, resistant. The M23C e carbides from the substrates were
init)_ly dissolved in the _-CoA1 during coating iormatiov. Following |
cyclic thermal exposures, an interface carbide layer was formed by
rejection of _hromium and carbon from the CoAl. The WI-52 alloy forms |
both M23C 6 and CbC carbides. The latter carbide predominated and had !
extremely poor oxidation resistance. It was also essentially insoluble tn
th, J MAI coating. The CbC carbides were oxidized during both the coating |
proceos and testing. I.
• Within the fl-NLA1 or fl-CoAl binary field the aluminum content should be i
as high as possible for maximum life at a given thickness, i.e., the 1.
aluminum reservoir should be large.
;_: • For aluminide coatings on nickel-base alloys, coating life was directly
_,:" related to thickness up to 0.0G4 inch. Above this thickness, excessive
i i spalling could occur based on the limited test data with the D coating on ,_
_! IN-100.
i:i,: • fl-CoA1 and fl-NtA1 coatings appeared to be saturated in chromium since
:: during thermal exposures, chromium was rejected from the coatings until
=_ an equilibrium level was reached. _
• The rejection of Cr, W, C, etc. from the fl-CoA1 coatings upon long-term
exposure markedly decreased the sensitiviW of the coating tO delamln.ation "_ _'
p:
i and cracklug, _-NiAI coatings, probably because of the low chromium and !_
.l
carbon content of the nlckel-base alloy substrates, were less sensitive to
mechanical damage, as applied. ,f :
• Sigma phase or other TCP* phases appeared at the interface of all coated :.
nlckel-base alloys upon extended high-temperature exposure. These I :
phases did not appear to promote thermal fatigue cracking. The influence
IHB
of these L_ses on mechanical properties was not determined. I :'_
a}
• Topologically elo_e-packed phases I
J
/
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• Additives of elements other than aluminum to coatings was observed on
the nickel-base alloys, Chromium and silicon were the most common.
Ch_-omium, as previously noted, improved performance above 200[)" F
i but not at lower temperatures. Silicon in the C and F coatings improvedthe life as compared to a simple a uminide, prob bly by decreasing the
spelling of aluminum oxide, A titanium oxide wash-coat was probably
S applied before aluminum application in the B coating. This very thinoxide layer was retained throughout oxidation testing. Interdiffusion
with the substrate was not notably decreased nor performance of the
" I coating tmproved by the presence of the oxide layer.
• The presence of a high chromium content promoted equilibrium between
,! fl-NiAl and _ instead of fl-NiA1 and _/wabove a temperature ot' about
' 1.850" F.
], ,
t • Two properties not covered in this volume, but reported in detail in
Volume I, are the change in surface roughness and specimen warpage as
a result of the coating process. Conclusions in these two areas are noted
., _ be;ow:
_' , Surface roughness was found to be increased slightly for five of
?,,:.. _ the six coatings on cobalt-base alloys and four of the six coatings
"::'_ on nickel-base alloy_ (see Table VI, Ref. 1). No correlation was
111 found to associat_ surface roughness with coating spallation orother performance effects.
_:i • Dimensional control was measured using a contoured transcriberbefore and after coating the standard paddle specimens. None oi
..,: the 12 coating combinations exhibited evidence of significant dis-
tortion. Of 641 paddles measured, the maximum bow after coating
was 0.005 inch (0, 00012 meter) and the maximum twist waszero
: degrees, 12 minutes of arc (0.0035 r).
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.,: Specimen No. B35
'. , , i. :_. _, . . _ . .
:' ,2.." . Ol I .....
•_.... _.... ", Test No. 32
. _ "._zq-_--. _......, .-...- Etchant: Oxalic Acid-
_.._.._.. ._'...':¢c_ ,_ ,_ _... ,:" ,¢ ,.- ;' Electrolytic
,. ,_:,'_.'._. ._. .... ._.__ .,. .,. ,L.., Magnification: 750X
;_; Local Temperature: 1705"F
LL,L
•_i Composition
;'.,"!;; _ Co Cr Ni Si TI Total
;"_...." 1 31.50 O.49 O. 34 3.60 - 1.80 3'/, 7
• L .,,,
• " 2 17.50 15.50 2.70 70.20 2.2 6.60 114.7
"'_..; 3 29.30 14.40 3.90 62.40 1.5 4.10 115.6 i'
4 14.80 6.00 1.60 22.50 2.1 38.80 85.8
5 15.60 15.30 2.80 68.90 2.2 6.90 111.7 _
6 6.50 6.60 52.10 38.50 1.9 3.10 108.7
7 4.40 7.70 67.00 32.90 2.2 5.20 99.4
8 12.40 13.70 13.10 63.50 3.4 6.80 112.9
: 9 11.70 16.50 8.10 61.70 1.6 5.70 105.3
i , ,, H ,,,,
,.. _.,10 12.60 17.00 [ 9.20 60.60 1.8 6.50 107.7 ,
i
:.... FIGURE A-I. ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF B COATING ON IN-100
"_ ALLOY AFTER 2160 HOURS; Serlen I Test (Tma x Is70* F} ""
.;_.'
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. ? • , . ..
. ,. • . .
I Spccimen No. D28
:: I Composition(wt%)
I b AI Co Cr Fe Ni Si Totala I_.
1 5.6 4.7 68.5 15.70 4.2 ().45 99.1
I 2 4.2 4.8 71.0 14.50 2.9 0.81 98.2• i. jl
| _', __._ _.__., _._0_._0._.,_._
",' -::: 5 37.1 10.3 5.3 3.50 52.3 0.65 109.1
, • - .
,,',.j_,_. 6 8..':I 3.7 59.5 1.30 10.3 1 40 84.5
• I !ii_" 7 29.9 13.0 7,6 1.70 53.6 0.81 106.6
#_. 8 5.3 6.3 ..,.4'4 0.90 23,3 0.53 40.7
I .,, 9 12.5 14.1 U.O 1.20 57.4 1.10 97.3
" ' " _10 11,7 10.7 6.1 0.05 67.5 0.80 96.9
I ,/_:
_,_:, _ " ° Test No. 33
"_ I I _L "
, ' _ Etchant: Oxalic Acid-Electrolytic
• Magnification: 750X
I Local Tvmpvraturc: 1785'F
I.'IGI;KE A-4. ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF D COATING ON IN-100
I AI.LOY AFTER 440 HOURS; Series 2 Test (Tma x 1950 ° F}
!
I
I
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•., • ,
i
.... Specimen No. G42
, i
" .. " '" ' '..'., , ' . _. ,'_ .' ..(I_
'.... ' '_ , .... ' ' Te,_No.sB 7
"" O '_' ,'_!: " i, ':': ./: Etchant: Oxalic Acid-
/ ; ?_., i "i:,: . . Electrolytic . i
• '. " .... "" "__-"_" , , ", _ -,--o----- M_Km4flc*Hon:750X
':i (!
Local Temperature: 1785"F
' 1
,,_ Composition
1_ %1 ""
, AI Co Cr Mo NI Tit Total
J 1 29.7 7.6 6.1 - 66.6 - 110.0 "I
2 16.1 8.7 6.7 0.50 69.4 0.40 101.8
4 0.4 1.5 85.6 5.10 3.6 - 96.2
5 O. 4 1.9 80.4 12.60 3.9 - 99.2
6 14.4 8.8 16.8 0.90 67.3 4.40 112.6
7 12.6 10.1 10.1 1.60 63.2 3. "0 101,3
8 8.7 9.9 I0.1 4.70 64.6 4.10 102.1
FIGURE A-5. ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF O COATING ON B1900
ALLOY AFTER 1360 HOURS; Series 2 Test (Tma x 1950" F)
O0000003-TSB08
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Specimen No. K25
120 "i
__= ........ _ '_ -'- .i , _. :_:, i",'"-,__.,-: -,-::_: .... -- -_= "'=-L:_= ,___ -.- -..'-,. .......... _............ "- - : :_ "'--
O0000003-TSB'I0
I• I i
I Specimen No. L48
[, _,, __ , o
, "0 _
i , Test No. 36
,,,. ,:, Magnification: 750X
"ll
•,_ Local Tempera_re: 1740"F
; ?,:a ' " Composition
. A1 Co Cr gi Si W-. Total
."; _:i_'::,%!, _ I 15.80 58.0 6.4 14.5 2.10 3.3 I00.i
3 4.04 21.7 72.9 2.5 0.60 13.1 114.8
_ 4 0.87 22.0 46.2 9.2 0.61 13.6 92.5
!
m
5 0.40 17.7 63.8 1.9 0.46 7.4 91.7
6 0.26 56.7 22.5 12.1 0.62 7.8 100.0
• FIGURE A-8. ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF L COATING ON X-40 ALLOY
1! AFTER 1480 HOURS; Series 1 Test (Tma x 1845" F)
[/li .
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Specimen No. N42
J
Q t ',:
4_
' i , _ t '_[)2 * ' ,
p _
@ _p_
'r
%
•_ Test No. 36 _
• "'.." ' _.._.. ,. Etcha_ta Oxalic Acid- _,_
..... Electrolytic i;
J
•
Local Temperature: 1740°F
:i
Composition -
A1 Co cr Fe St W Total
-v I
1 29.60 36.5 9.3 1.0 1.60 1.4 79.4 _
 6.oo66.7 8.1 ,.lO 1o7.o
3 9.80 35.3 27.0 1.4 0.75 16.8 91.0 ':
4 2.20 59.7 26,0 3.2 1, 90 11.5 104.5 __
5 0.23 66.0 27.6 2.3 1.20 12, 4 109.7
,,,, •
6 0.16 40.2 32.6 1.7 0.90 31.7 107.3
7 0.04 66.0 27.2 2.4 1.50 12.0 109.1
FIGURE A-9. ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF N COATING ON WI-52 ALLOY
AFTER 100 HOURS; Series 1 Test (Tmax 1845" F)
0 ,
It Specimen No. 045
A
. • I_ )2 "% J" ',,_ '
i " '%, ,'" "t_'_4_q. "'' _'""_!
, ,:,o" " ,--,. f.,%4_'. | . . " . ,
#_ " II' ,_ib_ °*" P"- "_1
i.:;;. _ " Test 1_o. 33i r i
:_":: _ $ ' Etchant: Oxalic Acid-
.. t t
:.: Magnification: 750X
-... Local Temperature: 1785 °F
|
"*_":'::" Composition
.-':, A1 Co Cr Fe W Total
:iiI 1 6.40 69.9 17.3 3.3 4.9 101.8
w
:.. 2 30.30 66.6 7.8 2.9 4.2 111.8
i:i I ....3 6.20 66.7 18.3 3.1 5.7 100.0
4 4.20 67.4 19.4 3.4 10.4 104.8
I 5 1.00 70.0 20.7 3.5 7.6 102.8
6 0.92 35.2 12.0 1.7 13.5 63.3
_ 7 0.78 58.6 19.0 2.7 10.3 91.4
{ FIGURE A-10. ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF O COATING ON WI-52 ALLOY
AFTER 520 HOURS; Series 2 Test (Tma x 1950 ° F)
6,
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Specimen No. P29
CompoSition
A1 Co Cr Fe Si Total
?,
1 33.00 70.0 10.4 1.6 2.8 117.8
2 33.10 69.8 10.9 1.6 2.7 118.1
_
3 2.90 23.8 60.3 0.4 1.0 88.4
4 27.10 57.3 11. _ 1.5 2.5 99.9
5 2.20 69.0 25.9 2.1 3.0 102.2 "_
6 1.50 72.6 24.8 2.3 3.0 104.2 -.
7 1.70 46.1 18.8 1.1 3.5 71.2
8 0.73 73.0 25.6 2.1 2.6 104.0 --
FIGURE A-U. ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF P COATING ON WI-52 ALLOY
AFTER 694 HOURS; Series 2 Test (Tm. x 1950 ° F)
_t
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WEIGHT ClIANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 32D RIG NUMBER 2
1870" F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
Exposure Cumulative Weight Change (rag)Time ,
(Hours) ,,, Specimen Number
F3 B35 C52 H49 F34 ]346 C55 H54
20 +1.0 +2.8 +3.5 +9.0 +1.1 +2.2 +0.4 +6.2
40 +1.8 +3.4 +3.8 +10.9 +1.5 +2.5 +0.3 +7.3
60 +2.5 -_3.9 *4.3 +11.8 +2.0 ,3.1 +0.5 +8.2 _
80 +3.2 *4,3 +4.9 +12.6 +2.5 +3.4 +0.9 +8.4
100 +3.4 +4.3 +4.9 +13.2 +2.5 *3.7 +0.9 +9.2
120 +4.1 +4.7 +5.1 +13.7 +2.6 +3.7 +0.5 +9.3
!:
140 +4.6 +5.0 +6.9 +14.3 *3.3 +4.1 +0.'i +9.6
160 +4.8 +5.4 +5.4 +14.6 +3.2 +4.4 +0.8 +10.1
180 +5.0 +5.5 +5.5 +14.9 +3.1 +4.9 +0.5 +10,1
200 " +6.1 +6.3 +6.5 +15.9 +3.9 +5.2 +1.9 +10.8
220 +6.0 +6.4 +6.7 +16.4 +4.1 +5.0 +1.5 +11.5 -
240 +5.2 +5.8 +5.5 +15.3 +3.2 +4.9 +0.4 +10.6
260 +5.7 +6.1 +6.0 +16.5 +3.6 _5.1 tO.8 +10.'/
280 +6.3 +6,3 +6.1 +16.0 +4.1 +5.2 +1.2 +11.0 -
300 +6.9 +6.2 +6.4 +16.0 +4.3 +5.4 +1,1 +11.0
320 +6.9 +5.8 +5.4 +15.6 +3.6 +5.0 +0.3 +11.0
340 +?.8 +6.3 +6.8 +16.3 +4.0 *5.5 +0.3 !+11.4 =_i
360 +?.? +6. I +5.2 +16.2 +3.6 +5.1 +0.1 +II.3
380 +7.6 +5.9 +4.5 +15.8 +3.3 +4.6 -0.5 +11.1
400 +7.5 +5.'I +4.'/ +15.'; -12.9 +5.1 -0.I +11.1
420 +8.5 +5.9 +4.8 +16.0 "+3.2 +4.6 -0.6 +10.8 _
440 +9.2 +6.0 +4.8 +16.5 +3.3 +5.0 -0,5 +11.0
460 +9.'/ +6.3 +4.8 +16.7 +3.5 +5.1 -0.4 +11.2
480 +9.5 +'/.9 +4.7 +16.'/ +3.6 +5.I -0.6 +II.0
500 +10.4 +9.0 +5.0 +1"/.3 +4.3 +6.1 +0.4 +11.2
520 +10.1 +9.0 +4.8 +16.2 +3.5 +,3.0 -0.2 +9.6 _"
540 +10.6 +8.0 +4.8 +16.2 +3.6 +4.9 0.0 +9.4
560 +11.0 +8.1 +4.6 +16.1 +3.6 +5.0 -0.2 +9,4 ?/I!580 +10.4 +'/.6 +4._ +15.'] +3.4 +4.6 -0.9 +9.2 _
600 .10.4 +'i. 9 +4.0 +16.2 +3.4 +5.0 -0.'/ +9.2
126 '_
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WEIGHT CHANGE DURING oXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 32, RIG NUMBER 2
1870 ° F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
Exposure Cumulative Weight Change (rag)Time
(Hours) Specimen Number
,,, u, i
620 +10.7 „Œ+15.9 +3.3 +5.0 -0.7 +9.2
64o +11.4 +7.6 +3.4 +15.6 +3.0 +4.6 -1.2 +9.1
660 +11.5 +7.5 +3.1 +15.7 +2.9 +4.2 -1.4 +8.6
680 +12.4 +8.7 +3.6 +15.9 +3.7 +5.9 -0.5 +8.3
700 +11.5 +8.0 +2.4 +14.9 +2.2 +4.0 -1.8 +7.2
720 +11.3 +7.0 +2.4 +14.5 +2.4 +3.7 -2.1 +6.0
740 +12.9 +7.5 +3.3 +15.2 +2,8 +4.7 -0.9 +6.3
760 +12.2 !€Œ+14.5 +2.4 +4.1 -1.4 +5.9
780 +13.6 +7.0 +2.5 +14.7 +2.6 ,3.9 -1.4 +6.2
800 +12.4 +6.6 +I.6 +14.3 +2.5 +3.6 -1.9 .5.6
820 +12.6 +5.8 +0.8 +13.2 ,1.8 ,2,8 -3.0 ,4.7
840 +37.4 +6.6 +1.4 +14.2 +2.5 ,3.8 -1.7 +5.2
860 +14.6 _6,4 +1.7 ,14.5 +2.9 *4,1 -1.9 +5.8
880 +14.6 ,6.1 +0.8 Ø&€Œ _2.2+3.3 -2.3 _4.9
900 À'ˆ• *4.4t0.8 +12.2 *_.3 *2.0 -2.3 +3.0
920 +14.6 -0.1 -0.6 ¨(„ˆ +1.6-1.7 -3.1 +1.6 •
940 .14.4 -1.7 -1.6 ”)|Œ '0.2-3.1 -3.8 "_1.3
960 +14.6 -1.3 -1.1 +11.2 ,1.3 -2,1 -3.2 *2.0
980 +15.4 -1.1 -1.6 *'10.7 ,1.3 -2.4 -3.3 +2.t
1000 +15.4 -1.5 -1.7 +11.4 +1.7 -2.3 -3.5 *2.0 •
1020 +14.6 -1.9 -2.2 +10.4 +0.8 -2.7 -3.9 41.8
1040 +14.6 -1.7 -1.7 +11.1 _1,2 -2.7 -3.8 ,1.5
1060 +13.6 -2.7 -2.6 +10.7 +1.3 -3.2 -4.6 ,1.2
1080 +14,2 -2.1 -3.0 +10.6 _/.0 -3.3 ,-4.6 _1.2
1100 +15.1 -1.5 -2.6 +11.0 *0.9 -2.8 -4.2 _0.2
4
1129 +14.9 -l.9 -3.5 +10.3 _0.7 -2.5 -4.6 -0.3
1140 +14.6 -I.6 -2.9 *10.3 tl.2 -2.B -4.7 -0.1
1160 +14.1 -_.4 -4.1 _9,8 +0.6 -3.1 -6.4 -0.7
1180 ,14.9 -3.3 -4.9 +9.5 _0.0 -4.1 -6.0 -1.1
1200 ,16.4 -2.2 -4.4 +10.3 +0.6 -3.1 -5.4 -1.3 7
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WEIGIIT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST %
TEST NUMBER 32, RIG NUMBER 2
1870eF MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
Exposure Cumulative Weight Change (re.g)
. Time , Speotmen Number i:
.. (Hours) F3 B35 C52 H49 F34 B46 C53 H54
' 1220 +16.4 -2.9 +8.7 +0.6 -3.2 -5. -1.7 '_
/, 1240 +21.4 -0.7 +11.9 +2.4 -1.7 -4. -0.4 :_
1260 +17.7 -1.8 +11.9 +1.6 -1.8 -4. -0.4
!: 1280 +17.8 -2.2 +11.9 +2.0 -1.7 -4. -0.9 :i
: 1300 +17.7 -2.9 +11.3 +1.3 -2.9 i -1.4
1320 +17.9 -2.7 +11.1 +1.3 -2.7 -1.3 -,
_: 1340 +17.9 -2.4 +11.4 +0.8 -3.1 -1.8 [_
_: 1360 +18.7 -3.2 +11.0 +1.1 -3.1 -1.7
_ 1380 +18.8 -3.8 +10.4 +0.5 -5.1 -2.2 7
:_ 1400 +20.7 -2.3 +11.6 +1,7- -2.6 -1.2 !
_ 1420 +20.3 -3.8 +10.3 +0.7 -3.8 -2.5 -,
_ 1440 +20.7 -3.4 +11.0 +0.8 -3.2 -2.2
/ 1460 421.4 -3,7 i+11.1 +1.3 -2.8 -1.7 •:
1480 +21.2 -3.7 +11.6 +1.6 -2.9 -1.8
"_ 1505 +22.8 -3.4 +11.6 +1.8 -2.7 -1.4
"" 1520 +22.0 -3.7 +11.4 +1.4 -2.9 -1.9
1540 +21.1 -4.2 411.2 +1.3 -3.2 -2.5
1560 +21.7 -4.1 +11.5 +1.6 -2.9 -2.4 i
1530 (I) -4.0 +10.8 +1.4 -3.5 -3.3
1600 -4.5 -7 _ +11.1 +2.0 -6.3 -3.1 _}
1620 -5.3 -7 _ +10.4 +1.6 _4.2 -3.6
1640 -4.4 -7 _ +11.1 +2.4 -3,8 -3.1
1660 -8.3 -7 _ +10.4 +1.8 -4.7 -3.7
1680 -5.5 -8 ! +10.0 +2.0 -4.6 -3.6
1700 -6.6 -9 C +9.2 +1.1 -5.9 -4.8
: 1_/20 -7.2 -9.6 +9.5 +1.0 -6.2 -5.6 "I
1740 -5.9 -8.1 +9.9 +2.6 -4.8 -4.8
• 1760 -4.0 -6, ) +12.2 +5.1 -2.8 -2.1
1780 -2.7 -5.3 +12.0 +6.0 -2.4 -1.9 i
Note (1): Data not accurate; piece of thermocouple brL)ke off inside specimen.
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i_ii{ I WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 82, RIG NUMBER 2
I 1870"F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
E_pom_re Cumulative WSllfht Chm_'o (rag)
I Timo flp_irnen Num{_ r• (lJours) F3 P.36 CS2 H49 F34 B46 C63 H84
1800 - -3.4 -4.8 +18.4 +7.'_ -1.6 -6.3 -1.8
1820 - -3.6 -S.$ + 11.9 + 7.9 -4.1 -7.6 -I. S
1840 - -4.7 -5. ? + II.4 + 7.8 -4.4 -7.6 -2.6
18_o - -9.0 -6.6 +10,8 +6.5 -4,5 -7.7 -3.$
18_0 - -7.2 -7.9 +9,1 +5.1 -6.9 -9.1 -4,8
rl 19oo - -7.8 -8.3 +8.8 +5.4 -6.3 -9.4 .4.8
1 i920 - -9.5 -11.1 +7.7 +4.0 -8.0 -11.1 -6.91940 - -6.0 -7. O + I0.9 + 8.4 -3.7 -7.2 -3.8
19o0 - -8.4 -9.4 +8.3 +7.0 -6.? -8,9 -6.4
_ 1980 - -II.9 -II.3 +7.I +5.9 -8.0 -11.4 -8.0
;_000 - -13.9 -13.5 +5.8 +4.9 -10.7 -13.1 -9.0
'_ 2020 - -1,5.7 -14.9 4.8 4.0 -12.8 - 4.8 -10.8
2040 - -16.2 -14.5 +4.9 +3.1 -12.3 -14.6 -1O.0
2060 - -16.6 -14.4 +8.0 +5.8 -12.7 -14,8 -10.941M
"' _i 2080 - -18.0 -18.0 +4.4 +5.4 -14.0 -15.6 -11.7L 2100 - -16.3 -12.8 +7.3 +8.3 -11.8 -13.2 -8.9
_120 - -20.8 -15.6 +4.1 "_5.6 -15.2 -16.5 -1i.9
'_140 - -20.7 -14.4 +.q.2 +6.9 -14.8 -18.7 -11.2
/ r; ;_100 - -23.8 -13.1 _ +4.0 +6.3 -16.8 -16.8 -12.4
L J ., iB35 and B4_ Removod from test - Rep]aoodwith I)2 and DS2
|
2180 I _ -14.9 +4.4 +6.3 - -16.4 -12.4
_0 +_{.3 - - +3.5 -
' ,m_ '1200 -16.5 +4.3 +5, 6 - -17.6 -13.1
_ 40 - +5.4 - +I.6 -
_ _,i Z2ZO - -14.7 +4.5 +6.9 - -16.8 -11.9
,0 +6.6 - +2.8 -
i_ r_ 2;140 - -14.2 +4.8 +7.8 - -16,4 -II.8
i 80 +?.8 .o +3.2_ -
;_ 22_0 -14,4 +4.? +?.3 -16.7 -12.4
109 +7.0 - +2.6 -
'_'JSO -13.8 + 4.5 + e. 4 - -16.0 -1 I. 4120 - +9,4 - ,+4.4 -
2300 -14.1 +5. _ +9.1 - -16.6 -I 1.8
I 140 - + 10.6 - + 5.0 -
23'_0 -14.4 +5.? +6.5 - -16._ -11.4
160 +12.8 - +_.6 -
2340 -14.9 +f{.7 ',a.6 - -16.7 . -11.7
- i 180 - +13.8 +7.1 -| 2380 -18.1) +4.9 + 8.0 - -18.6 -13.1
200 - +13.? +7.1 -
,L r" 2380 -16.i) +4.1 +6.0 - -18.0 -13,4 "
Z30 +il.7 +0.2 -
d
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IWEICIIT CIIANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST 'I
TEST NUMBER 32, RIG NUMBER 2
1870eF MAX[MUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
Cumulative Weight Change {mg)
Exposure ' ,
Time Specimen Numberm .. .. ,,,
(Hours) F3 D2 C52 H49 F34 D52 C53 H54
2400 -16.6 +4.8 +5.6 -18.3 -12.3
240 +9.2 +9.3 _
#
2420 -15.8 +fi_l +6.3 -18.0 -12.6
260 +8.4 +11 •3
ill r
2440 -16.5 +4.9 +6.0 -18.2 -12.9
i
280 +9.0 +10.8 -_
i gel !2460 -18.1 +4.2 +6.6 -20.1 -11.4
300 +8 • 6 +11.1
!ii _'_ 2480 -16.2 +6.1 +7.7 -19.4 -11.8
. 320 +12• 0 +13.5
m_
2500 -16.6 +4.5 +7.2 -1-9.8 -12.3
340 +12.0- +13.5
, 2520 -17.7 +5.4 +7.1 -20. I -12.8
360 +13,9 +14,4 i
i
; 2540 -18.5 +4.6 +6.5 -20.7 -13.6 "_
380 +15.5 +13.7 !!
: 2560 -19.5 +3.7 +5.7 -21.8 -14.6 |
40_) +14.8 • +13.1JI m .
C62 and C83 removed from test. l_plaoed with 340 and J41.
F3 D2 J40 H49 F34 p52 J41 H54 iII
2580 +5.0 +7.1 -13,4
420 +16. $ +14.4 "I
20 +9.8 +10.3 I
;, 2600 +6.7 +8.9 -11.8
440 +18.4 +16.0 11
40 +13.2 ,+13.9
_p
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_' WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER _2, RIG NUMBER 2t
r 1870" F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
I Cumulative Weight Change 0rig)
Exposur_ _eei,_en Number '
Time ......... -v -_
. ' " (Hours) F3 D2 J40 H49 FS4 D52 J41 H54
i i i i i im
I 2620 +4.7 +7.1 -13.7_," 460 +17.0 +14.3
60 +12.9 +14.7
2640 +5.7 +9.5 -14.0
_' 480 +18.2 +15.4
2660 +3.7 +6.6 -15.7
m" _
,I,_l_; 100 +14.0 +16.7
8o 1o520 +14.1 +6.8120 +14.9 +16.3
,oo o140 +14.8 +16.3
I__I_ 2720 +3.4 +5.1 -18.2
560 +9.6 -13.8
160 +15.8 +16.8 ,
2740 +3.6 +5.8 -18.2
580 -3.8 -21.9
I 180 +16.1 +16.8
2760 +0.9 +2.8 -21.0
I 600 -59.0 -33.6
' 200 +13.3 +13.8
tt I H , H tt
•_._|i . .:
_;..., |.' D2 and D52 remov.d from test. Replaced with L36 and L40.I: (
l
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WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSiON TEST
TEST NUMBER 32, RIG NUMBER 2
1870° F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
Exposure , Cumulative Weight Change (rag) i
Time Speotmen Number
_ (Hours) .... [
_ F3 L36 J40 H49 F34 L40 J41 H54 8,
ill) 2so p• +3.8"[
b 220 +15.0- +15.2
::" 20 +6.4 +6.8
t:-: 1
:_.
" 2800 +1. ? +3.6 -20.3
_:_: 240 +14.6 +14 • 5
40 +8.2 +8.4 |
&
"" 2820 +2.9 +4.8 -18 • 8
260 +15.8 +16.1 T
:' 60 +11.6 +10.8
J, m t I .'
: 2840 +2.3 +4.2 -19.8 _
! 280 +15.5 +15.4 I
80 +10.6 +i 1.0
/ 2860 +I.? +3,1 -19.9
!i! 300 +14. ? +14.3 _"
100 +I0.4 +I0 • 7
"T
;:/ 2880 +1.0 -0.1 -21.2
320 +14.1 +13.7
120 +10.4 +10,,6 1 :'
!
2900 +1.3 -1.4 -20.9
340 +14.5 :' +14.1
1140 +11.0 +11.1 -
e i i t;
3620 +1 • 6 - 1.5 -21 • 1
360 +14.6 +14.2 i"r
q)160 +10.0 +11.5
2940 +1.6 -1.1 -20.3 I|380 +15 • I +14.5
180 +12.0 +12.0
i i ,= i
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I WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 32, RIG NUMBER 2
i 1870" F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
i,m
I Cumulative Weight Change (rag)Exposure ....
Time Specimen Number
I m ,i .i, ., , ...._hours) F3 L36 J40 H49 F34 L40 J41 H54
I 2960 +1.9 -1.4 -20.840 +15 • 1 +14.2
•_ 200 +II.9 +12.3
2980 +2.4 -0.9 -19.8
!, 420 +15.6 +14.6
t 220 +12.5 +13.03000 +1.6 -1.8 -20.4:
440 +14.8 +13.5 .
240 +11.4 +12.4 '
['_ 3020 +2.2 -1.7 -19.4 ,
460 +15.8 +14.1260 +11.6 +12.8
3040 .... +1.9 -2'2 _ '19.9480 +15.2 +13.5
280 +11.3 +12. ]
.... Test terminated,' Specimens badly oxidized during temperattire;- ......
, controller malfunction, ..... i
I
!
|
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WEIGHT CIIANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
' | TEST NUMBER 35, RIG NUMBER I
1950°F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
m
i Exposure Cumulative Weight Change (rag)
p,, , | =|,
w Time Specimen Number
._. _, (Hours) H3 B40 C56 F29 H59 B.i9 C63 F3P,
i:: 20 +9.2 +I.0 +0.0 +0.6 +9.6 -0.I +0.5 -1.6
:I 40 +II.0 +1.8 +0.8 +1.2 +11.7 +1.5 +1.3 -1.4
:| 60 +II.0 +2.0 +1.2 +1.3 +12.4 +1.4 +1.4 -1.2
,v:
: 80 +12.4 +2.9 +1.9 +2.2 +14.1 +2.8 +2.7 -0.2
I I00 +13.2 +2.1 +I.0 +1.2 413.3 +1.4 +2.5 -I.I
_, 120 +13.6 +2.9 +1.8 +1.9 +14.6 +2.6 +3.1 -1:4
i 160 +17.5 +4.5 +2.4 +2.4 +18.4 +3.7 +3.9 +0.6ii 180 +17.4 +3.9 +2.0 +2.0 +18.4 +3.4 +3.2 +0.3
= ,,_ 200 +19.0 +6.2 +3.8 +6.6 +20.7 +5.5 +6.4 +2.3! 220 +20.2 +5.0 +2.3 +2.5 +22.7 +4,2 +4.4 +0.8
,: 240 +21.1 +5.0 +2.5 +2.2 +25.2 +3.8 +4.3 +0.6
_C, i
_ 260 +21.3 +4.5 +1.3 +1.2 +24.7 +3.4 +3.6 +0.0
:_: J; 280 +22.5 +6.1 +3.3 +2.9 +26.2 +5.7 +4,9 +1.3
' 300 +2.2.0 +5.1 +2.1 +2.3 +25.6 +4.9 +4.9 +0.8
: _ 320 +21.6 +4.2 +0.8 +1.9 +25.2 +4.2 +4.0 +0.2
340 +22.0 +4.8 +1.0 +2.1 +25.3 +3.4 +4.2 +0.3
J 360 +23.4 +5.1 +0.6 +2.1 +25 5 +4.6 +4.2 +1.6
l I380 +25,3 +6.3 +1.8 +3.4 +26.8 +5.5 +5.3 +2.4400 +24.4 +5.5 +1.1 +2.8 +26.5 +5.0 +5.2 +1.1
420 +24.3 +5,7 +0.9 +2.7 +26.2 +4.6 +4.6 +0.9
I 440 +23.9 +5.0 +0.3 +25.5+2.1 +4.0 +3.9 +0.4
460 +24.2 +5,3 +0.6 +2.6 +26.1 +4.3 +4.6 +1.5
480 +24.7 +5.6 +0.9 +2.8 +26.1 +4.1 +4.3 +1.1
| 500 +23.1 +4.0 +1.0 +1.2 +24.5 +2.6 +2.2 +0.3
520 424. q +5.1 +0.2 +2.3 +25.2 +3.5 +3.2 +1.0
_r: 540 +24.3 +6.0 +1.8 +3.0 +25.6 +4.0 +4.4 +2.0
_ 560 +23,6 +5.6 +1,8 +3.0 +24.4 +3.5 +5.3 +1.5
580 +22.6 +4.4 +0.8 +2,4 +23.3 +2.0 +4.0 +0.6
[ '
i
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lWEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 35, RIG NUMBER 1 ,':
1950°F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
r
Exposure Cumulative Weight Change (rag)
Time
(Hours) Specimen Number -_
H3 B40 C56 F29 H59 B49 C63 F36 -:
600 423 4 14.1 +0.3 +2.1 +22.7 +I.6 +3.4 +0.4 _r
620 +23.7 +4.7 +0.7 +2.6 +23.1 +2.1 +3.8 +1.1
640 +21.2 +4.1 -0.2 +1.9 +22.0 +1.4 +2.9 -0.2
660 +21.0 +3.8 -I.0 +1.5 +21.4 +0.6 +2.0 -0.5 _,
680 +20.6 +3.3 -1.7 +1.1 +21.2 +0.2 +1.2 -0.8 "
700 +20.9 +3.6 -1.7 +1.4 +21.3 +0.2 +1.4 -1.1
720 +21.1 +3.5 -2.1 +1.2 +21.0 +0.2 +0.9 -0.9
740 +20.7 +3.1 -2.8 +0.8 +20.2 -0.6 -0.2 -0.9
760 420.5 +3.0 -2.9 +0.9 +19.9 -0.? -0.2 -1.2 _ -
780 +21.1 +3.7 -2.2 +1.9 +20.6 +0.4 +0.8 -0.1 [
800 +21.8 +3.8 -2.7 +1.5 +19.5 -0.7 -1.2 -1.5
820 +18.4 +2.3 -4.0 +0.7 +17.8 -I.7 -1.5 -1.8
840 +17.7 +1.9 -4.6 +0.5 +17.3 -2.1 -1.6 -1.7 _i
860 +17.9 +1.8 -4.9 +0.1 +16.5 -2.4 -2.4 -2.2
880 +17.0 +1.0 -5.7 -1.0 . _15.5 -3.1 -3.5 -3.0
900 +16.7 +1.1 -6.2 -1.2 +14.6 -3.7 -4.1 -3.8
920 +19.8 +2.2 -5.2 +0.2 +15.9 -2.1 -2.8 -2.2
Specimens C56, F29t H59, B49 damaged in test. Replaced with specimens _!
K25, K35, N30 and N32.
940 +18.7 -0.2 ............ +44.0 (1) -0.8 _"
960 |,l€............ +28.6 -4.3 _
980 +,74.6 -1.4 ............ +11.4 -5.2
1000 +15.6 -1.6 ............ +10.5 -6.6 "_
1020 +14.2 -1.7 ............ +1.0 -7,5
1040 +9.1 ..2.7 ............. 1.9 -9.2
1060 +5.9 -5.0 ............. 6.0 -10.8 '|1080 +4.4 -4.3 ............. 5.2 -10,2
1100 +3.5 -4.8 ............. 6.5 -11.3
1120 +3.0 -3.3 ............. 7,1 -10.8 |
1140 +1.6 -4.7 .............. 7.7 -11.4 il
Notes: (1) Weight gain due to metal deposited on surface of blade when adjacent I
specimen failed at 921 hours.
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WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
I TEST NUMBER 35, RIG NUMBER 1
1950" F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
/,
I Exposure Cumulative Weight Change (rag)
Time
|, (Hours) Specimen Number| H3 B40 C5_ F29 H59 B49 C63 F36
=,,
W 1160 +1.3 -6.8 ............. 9,1 -12,5
I 1180 +2.1 -5,7 ............. 7,6 -11,2
:_: 1200 +I.5 -6,2 ............. 8.4 -II,9
• ][ 1220 +0,6 -6,3 ............. 7.2 -11,2
_ _ 1240 0.0 -8.1 ............. 8.6 -12.3
._ 1260 +0.I -8,_ ............. 7.7 -II,9
_- I, 1280 +0,9 -7,'_ -............ 7.5 -II,0
,_ 1300 +2,8 -9,3 ............. 7,6 -II,0
" 1320 +1,3 -11,7 ............. 9.2 -12,7
' [ 1340 +0,8 -15,0 ............. 10,2 -13,5
.l
W
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WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST '*
TEST NUMBER 35, RIG NUMBER 1 ,,
1950 ° F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE :
Cumulative Weight Change (rag) --Exposure
Time Specimen Number
" (Hours)
:. H3 B40 C63 F36 G37 G42 G48 G54
£
1360 -0.7 -18.0 -ii.5 -15.3
720 +9.5 t17.3 1v"' 320 +8.0 +18.1
i i_ 1380 -0.1 -18.3 -8.9 -12.7
,i, 740 +10.2 +19.9
! 340 +9.5 +22.1
i, 1400 -0.2 -23.6 -10.6 -14.1 T
!
_' 760 +8.2 +18.8
360 +7.0 +21.4
._.: Specimen B40 removed from test. Replaced with D34.
•_ H3 D34 C63 F36 G37 G42 G48 G54
1420 -0.4 -11.2 -15.0 |
_iii. 780 +6.6 +18.6
i _": 380 +5.5 +21.6
,_•. 20 +0.2
i
1440 _0.0 -,11.0 -14.0
: 800 +5.4 +19.5 T
400 44.1 +23.5
40 -2.1
li i i
/1460 -0.1 -10.9 -13.8
820 +4.2 +21 • 1
420 +3.9 +24.8 T
I60 -0.5
i i i i
1480 "0.5 -10.9 -14,1 !
840 +0.3 +20.1 a
440 +2.3 +25.0
80 -0.8 i
i
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I WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
I TEST NUMBER 35, RIG NUMBER 1
1950° F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
I FE ....xposure Cumulative Weight Change (rag)
Time Specimen Number
°' _i (Hours) ,_ .......
H3 D34 C63 F36 G37 G42 G48 G54
i_ ; ::_'_ _ 1500 -7. 0 -12.7 -15.9
I *"::i _i 860 -2.6 +20.4
• :"'_, 460 +0 • 5 +24.5
_'_,_ : :" _. 100 -1.1
1
1520 -5.4 -10.5 -12.8
480 +1 • 3 +25,9
120 _2.3
900 =8.8 +25.4
;:_ 500 +0.3 +24.6
_ 140 +8 0
Ira" :.';_!i ..... 'I1560 =2. 7 -6.6 -7.8
• "i.-_:; 920 =9.6 +28.4
•, _ 520 +1.8 +26.0
1580 -3. 9 -9.9 -9. 0
i': 940 -12.8 +27. 9
I 540 +3.3 +20.0
180 +10. 3
! 1600 -3. 9 -7. 6 -7. 7
960 =15. 5 +28.7
560 -1.7 +23.0
.|! 200 +10. 5
f
i
' 1620 -5.7 -8.1 -8. 7
_: [:'_ 980 -32.5 +24.1
!
580 -6.3 +17. 3
i 220 +4.7
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WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 35, RIG NUMBER 1 il
1950° F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
Cumulative Weight Change (n_) :
Exposure ....
, Time Specimen Number _++
(Hours) H3 D34 C63 F36 637 G42 G48 ' G54 i.
: 1640 -10.1 - 9.0 - 9°7
1000 -37,9 +18,4
. 600 - 8,2 +15,2
+._ 240 - 1.3
r,;, ++ I' _,+ 1660 - 9.5 - 8.3 - 8,1
_+' 1020 -38.8 + 16.5
•. 620 - 7.9 +15.7 T
26O - 4.9 L
m i
_,1.o .,o., _+., +
I_ 1040 -40,7 + 9, 6
?! 640 -10.5 + 10, 7
280 -13, 8 T
G37 removed from test - replaced with D63
/ 1
H3 D34 C63 F36 D63 G42 G48 G54
1700 - 9,5 - 9.2 - 6,7
t1060 + 7,4
660 -10,8 + 9.0
_" 300 -20, 8
20 + 2, 8 |
1720 -10,6 -10.7 - 6,8 T
1080 + 4, 0 i
680 -12.6 + 6, 5
320 -28.9 ]4 + 0.7
1740 -11.0 - 7.9 - 3.1 11
llO0 + 3.8 I
700 -11.1 + 7.5
340 -35.3 11
I60 + 0.2
D34 removed from test - replaced with A45
---- !
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1 WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
! TEST NUMBER 35, RIG NUMBER 1
1950 e F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
j_ Cumulative Weight Change (rag)
.... " Exposure ......
_ Time Specimen Number
!_ ii (Hours) H3 _"A45 C63 F36 D63 G42 G48 G54
1760 -13.3 - 7.9 - 1.7
720 -11.5 + 7.1
80  0.2
"_ii_ 1780 -10.8 - 5.6 + O.6
1140 + 3.7740 - 9.7 + 8.6
/: 100 + 4. 0
40 + 5.6rf1800 -12.7 - 7.2 - 0.7
1160 + 0.9
760 -12.5 + 4.4 ,.
120 + 3.7
60 O. 0
II
1820 -12.5 - 6.5 + 0.4
1180 - 1.1
780 -13.7 - 6.6
140 + 5.9
80 - 4.5
1840 -13.2 - 7.6 - 0.3
1200 -2.8
800 -15.7 -15.3160 + 6.7
100 - 9.5
!
I
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WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST i
TEST NUMBER 35, RIG NUMBER 1 !i
1950°F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
i
Exposure Cu.mulatlve Weight Change 0ng! _ ._
Time Spucimen Number
'" (Hours) H3 A45 I C63 F36 D63 G42 ] G48 ] G54 'l
1860 -13.5 -9.0 -0.7 T
1220 -4.6 |;
820 -17.4 -24.3
180 +8.3 1_,
i120 -20 • 1
] 880 '13.7 -9.4 _ -0.4
I1_4o -5.9 !840 -18.7 -32.3
200 +9.3
; 1
140 -24.6 I *I i!i  ,oo - ......
1260 -7.6
860 -20.7 -49.7 |
Ii
220 +6.9
160 -32,6 1
1920 -14.3 -10.6 -0.4 I
1280 -10.1
880 -23.3 --65.6 1"
L240 +6.9
. 180 -40.3
1940 -14.2 -10.6 +0.5 |' /:I1300 -11.1
900 -24.6 -76.6
260 +8.8 |I200 -47.9 _
1960 -16.3 -11.1 +0.8
1320 -12.4 |
11920 -26.3 -84.8
280 _8.8 t
22O
, -57.0 ............... I
liD
I
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WEIGHT CIIANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
I TEST NUMBER 35t RIG NUMBER 1
1950°F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
- I Cumulative Weight Change Ong)
: Exposure ................
'.. Time Specimen Number
'" I (Hours) H3 A45 C63 F36 D63 G42 G48 G54
%" I:_'' 1980 II-15,3 -II,0 +1.21340 I _ -14.9
._;i:_._
- 940 -29.3 -99.3
,_.:i, . 240 _ -75,4 .............
",:, 2000 -15.3 -12.5 +1.2
....I 1360 -19.3
•:"_;, 960 -34.7 -122.6
.,,: 320 +9.8
"_ 260 -98.6
a; ,'
., ,
q
•;_!
!
' t
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WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 36, RIG NUMBER 2
1845" F 1V'_IMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
Cumulative Weight Chap.go (mg)
-- i i i
Exposure Spccimen Number
(Hours) C4 J29 L47 P48 042 J28 L48 P49ii ii
20 +6.1 +11.0 +4.8 +5,9 +9.8 +10.1 +4,9 +5.7
40 +10.2 +14.3 +6.5 +7.9 +13.7 +13.2 +6.6 +7.5
60 +10.2 +14.8 +5.8 +6.6 +12.8 +12.3 +5.6 +6.4
80 +11.6 +14.7 +7.2 +8.5 +13.2 +14.4 +5.9 +7.0
100 +13.0 +16.0 +7.8 +8, 5 +14.5 +16.,1 +7.0 +7.6
120 +15.9 +18.6 +9.1 +9.8 +18.9 +16.8 +8.5 +9,9
140 +16.5 +18.8 +8.8 +9.6 +19.1 +16.9 +8.1 +9, 7 *
160 +16.9 +18.7 +8.9 +9.6 +19.0 +16.7 +8.3 +9.9
180 +17.5 +19.2 +9.5 +10.1 +20.1 +17.4 +9,0 +10.7 .... t
200 +16.3 +18.8 +9.2 +9.6 +19.2 +16.9 +8.4 +10.2 :
220 +15, 3 +18.2 +8.5 +8.9 +18.8 +16.4 +7.9 +9,8 _
240 +16.7 +19.3 +9.6 +12.4 +16.1 +16.3 +7.6 +9.6
260 +16.5 +19.3 +9.4 +10.2 +20.7 +17.7 +9, 0 +10.8
280 +15.9 +18.9 +9.1 +10.7 +20.2 +17.2 +8, 4 +10.2
300 +15.0 +18.8 +9.8 +9.8 +20.4 +17.2 +8.4 +10.3
320 +14.4 +18.1 +7.9 +8.8 +19.8 +16.4 +7.5 +10.3
340 +15.4 +18.5 +8.2 +9.3 +20.3 +16.8 +7.6 +10.0
360 +15.9 +18.2 +8.2 +9.2 +20.3 +16.5 +7.4 +10.2 i
380 +16.6 +18.6 +8.7 +9.4 +20.9 +17.0 +7.8 +10.5
400 +16.4 +18.4 +8.5 +9.4 +21.3 +17.0 +7.7 +10.5
420 +17.0 +18.1 +'/.8 +9.3 +21,8 +1"/.0 +7.1 +10.6
440 +16.8 +18.0 +7.6 +9.4 +22.0 +16.8 +7.0 +10.4
460 +16.9 +17.4 +7.1 +8.9 +21.6 +16.4 +6.5 +10.3
480 +17.8 +18.2 +7.6 +9.4 +22.3 +16.8 '$.7 +!t0.7
500 +15.0 +15.6 +4.5 +6.7 +22.3 +16.7 +6,4 +10.4
520 +16.9 +17.4 +6.5 +8.9 +21.9 +16.5 +5.9 +I0,I
540 +16.0 +16.4 +7.3 +8.3 +21.7 +15.9 +5.1 +9.6
560 +19.4 +19.2 +7.9 +10.9 +24.2 +18.4 +7.5 +_1.9
580 +17.9 +18.5 +7.1 +9.9 +22.7 +17.3 +6.4 +_1.2 :_
Notes; + denotesweightgain
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WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 36, RIG NUMBER 2
• 1845 ° F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
! ...... Cur,=)ula_iveW ight Change (m_)
Exposu l'e
Time Spooimen Number
] (llours) C4 J29 L47 P48 042 J28 IA8 I)49
600 +18.5 +19.1 +7.7 +11.0 +23.7 +18.4 +7.2 +12.1
_ 620 +17.7 +18.5 +6.8 +10.5 +22.6 +19.8 +6.4 +11.7
' _. 640 *18.9 +18.1 +6.1 +10.0 +21.4 +17.2 +5.7 +11.1
660 +19.2 +19.0 +7.0 +11.0 +22.5 +18.5 +6.6 +12.1
{_ 680 +16.4 +18.8 +6.6 +10.8 +21.9 +18.2 +6.3 +12.8
_,: +10.4 +20.9 +17.5 +5.4 +11.9
, 'i 700 +17.9 +18.4 +5.7
_:_e :_ _ 720 +16.5 +17.8 +5.0 +9.6 +19.9 +17.2 +5.0 +11.6
:_. [: .i' 740 +15.9 +17.1 +4.2 +8.9 +19.0 +16.5 +4.5 +10.3
..... ': Ii; 760 +II.2 +17.9 +5.0 +10.2 +19.5 +17.6 +5.2 +12.0
_i 'I_°''.,I' 780 +11.6 +17.8 +4.7 +10.2 +19.0 +17.7 +5.1 +12.0
........ :.... 800 +3.7 +17.9 +4.7 +10.4 +18.5 +17.9 +5.1 +12.2
.'". ,,¢'
820 +9.3 +18.4 _5.0 +ll.O +18.5 +18.3 +5.4 +12.2
, : 840 +9.8 +18.2 +4.1 +10.7 +17.5 +18.1 +4.5 +12.3
• _ " 860 +9.3 4 18.3 +3.7 +10.4 +16.2 +18.3 +4.5 +12.7
t
880 +9.5 +18.4 +4.0 +10.6 +16.3 +18.2 +4.8 +12.5
900 +7.8 +19.8 +4.7 +12.1 +11.4 +19.6 +5.2 +13.8
f , L,1
Note: + denotes weight gain
• I
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WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST 'i
TEST NUMBER 36, RIG NUMBER 2
1845"F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
Cumulative Weight Change (n_) |Exposure i !
Time Specimen Number
(Hours) C4 J29 L47 P46 042 J28 L48 pa9
920 +6.1 +19.2 +3.8 +11.6 +7.7 +19.1 +4.8 +13.3
940 +6.6 +16.5 +2.6 +10.8 +2.8 +18.9 +4.3 +13.2
960 +7.7 +19.4 +2.9 +11.6 -0.6 +19.6 +4.4 +13.7 J
lip
980 +6.0 +18.9 +1.6 +10.9 4.6 +18.6 +3.8 +12.7
• 1000 +6.6 +19.2 +1.5 +11.5 -15.0 +19.5 +3.3 +13.6 J|C4 and O42 removed from test at 1000 hours - D3 and K32 into test.
D3 J29 L47 1)49 K32 J28 L48 1)49 $: 1020 -- +19.6 +1.3 +12. O -- +19.4 +3.1 +13.7
", 20 +4.4 -- -- -- +4.9 -- -- --
1040 -- +19.2 +0.3 +11.5 -- +19.0 +2.3 +13.4 |40 +7. _ - -- -- +6.4 -.- -- --
"_'; 1060 -- +19.4 +0.1 _'11.6 -- +19.3 +2.7 +13.8
:/:, 60 +8.4 -- -- -- +7.2 -- -- --
"J J_ 1080 -- +20.6 +0.9 +12.7 -- +19. "/ +3.1 +14.1
: _ 80 +9.9 -- -- -- +7.9 -- -- --
/ _ 1100 -- +18.6 -1.8 +10.8 -- +18._ +1.4 +12.6 m
I.j 100 +8.3 -- -- -- +6.3 -- -- --
:'_ 1120 -- +20.3 -0.6 +13.0 -- +20.0 +3.8 +14.1
:: ! 120 +10.1 +8.1
: 1140 - +18.6 -3.5 +11.5 _ +18.4 +1.1 +13.2 [[
140 +9.8 -- -- -- +7.4 -- -- -- I
1160 -- +19.5 -2.5 +12.6 -- +19.0 +1, 5 +13.8
160 +11.4 -- -- -- +7.9 -- -- -- *_
II1180 -- ,19.6 .-3.0 +13.4 -- +1_. 5 +1.8 +13.9
180 +12.3 -- -- -- +8.6 ....
1200 -- +20.2 -3.2 +14,3 -- +19.9 +1.9 +14.4 I
200 +14.1 -- -- -- +9.2 -- -- -- II
1320 -- +19.9 -4.1 _14.2 -- +19.8 +1.4 +14,4
220 +14.6 -- -- -- +6.1 -- -- -- I !
1210 +19.8 -5.0 +14.4 -- +19.6 +I.I +14._; [[} __
240 +14.9 -- -- -- +9.3 -- -- --
: 1260 -- +18.2 ,.e.2 +13.3 -- +18.8 +0.9 +12.6 I
260 +13.'; -- -- -- +7.9 -- -- -- II
i; .....
I
1
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I WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 36, RIG NUMI]ER 2
I 1845°F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
ure Specimen Number
Timc ......
! (hours) D3 J29 L47 P48 K32 J28 L48 P49
1280 +19,7 -6.4 +15,3 +19,2 +0,3 +14,2
i 280 '-15.5 +9,41300 +19.4 -7,7 +15.2 +19,2 +0.0 +14,4
300 +16,3 +9.6
I 1320 +19.4 -8.6 +15,4 +19.6 +0,1 +14, 7
320 +17,0 +9,6
t 1340 Ð„+15.2 +18.0 -1.7 +13,7
340 +16.9 +8, 9
-
1360 +19.7 -I0.2 +17.0 +19.3 -0.9 +15.7
360 +18.5 +10, 3 i
_ 1380 +19.8 -ii. 5 +16.9 +19.4 -i. 2 _-15.5 i: 380 +19.6 +i0.8
_ 1400 +20, 1 -12.5 +17, 0 +19.4 -1.6 +16,2400 +19.8 +10.7
1420 +19, 5 -14.7 +19.2 +18.7 -2, 9 +15.4
! 420 +20 3 +10,.2
1440 +20.0 -16,3 +17, 7 +19.2 -3,2 416,2
I 440 +21,3 +11,2
1460 +19, 0 -22,6: +16, 1 +19, 0 -7,9 +16.4
] 460 +15,2 +12, 3
1480 +19.2 -24.5 +16.1 t-18.9 -8.8 +17.2
480 +2.4 +13.1
_ii_ L47 and L48 removed from test at 1480 hrs -N40 and N42 added to test
|i D3 J29 N40 P48 K32 J28 N42 P49
_: 1500 +18.7 +15.9 +18.6 +17.3
500 -- +13.3
f i
t 20 -- -23,8 ,i
00000003-TSF01
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WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST i I'
_f
TEST NUMBER 36, RIG NUMBER 2
1845"F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE i'
&
Expos- • Cumulative Weight Change (mE) :
ure Specimen NumberT [me
(hours) N40 removed from test. E34 added for temperature control purposes
D3 J29 I E34 I P48 K32 J28 N42 P49
m
1520 +18.0 +15.0 +17.4 +17.3
520 -0.9 +12.7 T
40 -28.2 |
_ 20 -3.0
1540 +18.6 +15.4 +17.9 +18.1 T _
540 +1.0 +13.8
'_ 60 -29.7
-2.4 _I
4O
I' 80 +18.4 +15.5 +18.0 +18.7 _
560 +2.0 +14.3 ] "
80 -30.8 I
"60 -3.1
I1580 +18.6 +15.8 +17.9 +19.0 °
580 +3.8 +14.9
_ I00 -_1 • 5 r
_ 80 -4.1 l
I
i
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_ WEIGHT CHANGE DURING ()XIDATI()N-I':ROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 37, RIG NUMBER 1
" 2050 ° i" MAXIMUM TEMPE itATURE ALONG TH E TPJ_ILING EDGE
........ Cumulative Weight Change (mg)
F;xl_surei ......
Time ., Specimen Number
(Hours) II38 B51 C48 F32 H56 B52 C54 F58
i t _.0 +15.1 +3.9 +6.7 +6.4 +16.8 +3.2 +8.4 -0.6
: 40 +19.2 +5.5 +10.5 +7.4 +19.4 +5.2 +11.7 +0.3
; | 60 +20.8 +5.5 +11.7 +9.2 +20.4 +5.2 +12.6 +0.6
i_ J,i 80 +23.8 +8.0 +15.3 +11.9 +23.4 +7.7 +15.8 +2.6
100 +24.6 +8.2 +15.2 +12.2 +24.0 +6.9 +15.7 +2.3
:i 120 +24.6 +7.9 +14.5 +11.4 -1-23.4 +8.3 +16.3 +2.3
• 140 +25.4 +8.5 +14.5 +12.2 +25.4 +8.2 +15.5 +2.0
160 +27.5 +11.3 +16.2 +12.4 +26.6 +9.6 +16.7 +2.9
": [i: 180 +28.9 +12.4 +17.2 +13.4 +27.2 +10.2 4-17.8 +3.6
: 200 +29.4 +12.5 +17.2 +13.9 +27.4 +10.7 +18.3 +3.9
,,.: g
-:' 220 +27.3 +12.5 +14.1 +ii. 7 +25.6 +9.3 +16.4 +2.0
: 240 +26.9 +IO. 6 +13. i +i0.9 +24.8 +8.8 +15.0 +i. 0
- 260 +26.2 +9.8 +12.1 +!0.3 +23.7 +8.2 +14.1 +0.0
i: , +,,
|i'. 300 +27.0 +9.2 +12.7 +10.5 +24.1 +9.0 +14.6 +0.2
320 +26.3 +9.3 +11.4 +9.5 +23.1 +8.3 +13.3 -0.6
;_ |,_' 340 +26.3 +8.0 +10.4 +9.0 +22.5 +8,0 +i3.4 -1.2
_ [:_ 360 +26.2 +7.9 +10.0 +9.0 +22.6 +7.9 +12.3 -1,2
' 380 +25.2 +7.0 +9.0 +8.2 +21.7 +7.2 +11.1 -2,6
F- ':,i:': i 400 +24.1 +6.2 +7.8 +7.3 +20.7 +6.6 +10.0 -3.3
, 420 +24.2 +6.1 +8.0 +7.4 +20.5 +6.4 +9.8 -3.3
440 +24.7 +5 • 7 +7.4 +7 • 3 +20.2 +6 • 1 +9.1 -3.6
i: 460 425.0 +6.1 +7.9 +7.6 +20.4 +5.7 +9.9 -3.6
480 +25.8 +6.5 +8.2 +8.1 +21.5 +6.5 +10.3 -2.9
, 500 +26.1 +6.7 +8.8 +8.6 +21.3 +6.9 +10.7 -3.7
520 +25.7 +7.2 +9.7 +9.1 +21.5 +7.6 +11.3 -4.5
540 +22.3 +2.8 +3.2 +5.3 +17.3 +3.3 +4.7 -6.1
• H38 B51 C48 F58 H56 B52 C54 F32
• I 560 +21.8 +3,9 +3.5 -6.0 +17.4 +3,9 +5.3 +4.4
580 +20.8 +3.1 +4.6 -5.6 +18.5 +3,6 +4.5 +5.0
' : _ 600 +21.8 +2.4 +1.5 -6.8 +16.3 +3.1 +3.8 +3.5{ 620 +22.0 +3.3 +2.7 -5.7 +17.2 +3.6 +4.9 +4.7
. , , , , , s ,|
' Notes: + denotes weight gain
_ : I: ! * reversed specimens F32 and F58 in holder
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iWEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 37, RIG NUMBER 1
2050 ° F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
Exposure Cumulative Weight Change (rag)
Time .... Specimen Number
(Hours) H38 B51 C48 F58 H56 B52 C54 F32
,,,
640 +21.9 +2.5 +1.1 -6.0 +15.8 +3.4 +3.8 +3.8
660 +21.5 +1.5 -0.3 -6.6 +15.2 +2.3 +2,5 +3.0
680 +20.7 +1.6 -0.1 -6.4 +15.0 +2.2 +2.1 +2.8
700 +21.7 +1.0 -1,3 -7.5 +14.7 +1.7 4.1,2 +2.5
720 +20.6 +0.2 -1.5 -8.2 +13.7 +0.8 -0.1 +1.6
740 +20.6 -0.5 -3.3 -8.1 +13.2 -0.4 -0,7 +1.1
760 +19.7 -1.5 -4.5 -9.5 +12.2 -0.6 -2.2 0.0
780 +19.1 -2.0 -5.5 -10.0 +12.0 -0.9 -3.0 -0.5
800 +19.2 -2.2 -6.3 -10.4 +11.4 -1.6 -4.0 -1.2
820 +19.4 -2.0 -6.4 -10.2 +11.4 -1,,6 -4.0 -1.1
840 +18.1 -3.5 -7.9 -11.2 +10.4 -2.5 -5.1 -2.0
'il
860 +18.1 -2.9 -8.1 -11.0 +10.1 -3.2 -5,5 -2.3
880 +17.3 -4.7 -9.3 -11.8 +8.6 -4.4 -7.1 -3.5 _.
:il
900 +17.4 -4.4 -9.0 -11.6 +9.3 -4.2 -6,6 -2,7
920 +17.2 -4.5 -9.5 -11.2 +9.4 -3.7 -6.2 -2.6 T
940 +15.9 -4.3 -8.5 -11.3 +9.1 -5.7 -6,6 -2.5
960 +15.0 -5.6 -10.0 -12.0 +8.2 -7.2 -7.4 -3.6
980 + 14.4 -6.6 -1 O,9 -12.8 +7.2 -8.5 -8.5 -4.1
-11.7 +8.1 -8.6 -7.4 -3.2 :_100_ +13,4 -5.5 -10.0
1020 +11.3 -6.6 -11.6 -12.8 +7.0 -11.7 -8.9 -4.3
, _j
Note: + denotes weight gain
i
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' _ WEIGI[T CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 37, RIG NUMBER I
2050° F MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
,}
ii
Cumulntive Weight Change (rag)
Specimen Number ""
H38 B51 C48 F58 H56 B52 C54 F32
, i
I 1040 :-12.6 -5.8 -10.7 -11.7 +7.8 -12.4 -8.3 -3.6
i
I! t 1060 +13.0 -6.2 -11.1 -12.4 +7.2 -15.2 -8.5 -3.7;:i 8 1 8 7 8 2 3 3 7 6 8 9 9 8 4
I ii00 +12.9 -7.4 -12.i -12.9 +6.4 -22.8 -9.2 -4.3
_51 and B52 removed from testat 1100 hrs - G36 and G59 intotest.
if H2_,._ G36 C48 F58 H56. G59 C54 F32
1120 +12.3 -- -12.9 -13.5 +6.3 -- -9.5 -4.2
ili 20 -- +10.4 -- -- -- +5.9 -- --1140 +12.4 -- -13.2 -13.6 +5.9 -- -10.1 -4.8
40 -- +15.4 -- -- -- +8.1 -- --
I_! 1160 +12.4 -- -14.1-14,2+5.0 -- -10.5 -5.2
60 -- +18.0 -- -- -- +8.7 -- --
m-;
t_
.... 80 -- +19.9 -- -- -- +10.1 -- --
WM<
Ill ,oo - _,o.o_,,.,+,.o _ +,,.o'. I00 -- +18.8 -- -- -- +8.8 -- --
1220 +10.4 -- -15, 7 -14.9 +3.9 -- -12.8 .-6.8
120 -- +21.4 -- -- -- +10.8 -- --
1240 +9.3 -- -16.3 -16.0 +2.6 -- -13.4 -7.8
140 -- +22.5 -- -- -- +11.1 -- --
1260 +II.6 -- -16.6 -16.0 +2.4 -- -13.8 -9.8 _j
180 -- +23,1 -- -- -- +II.3 -- -- \12 +9.7 -- -17.6 -16.8 +1.6 -- 4.5 -9.8
180 -- +II.7 -- -- -- +11.5 -- --
1300 +7.9 -- -20.3 -19; 3 +1.3 -- -15.9 -10.8
200 -- +61,2 -- -- -- +9.9 -- --
I '1 i
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WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST _
TEST NUMBER 37, RIG NUMBER 12050" F MAXIMUM EMPERATURE ALO G THE TRAILING EDGE
Cumulattve Wetght Chav4ie (mE) _t,
EXl_sure Specimen Number !TImc{houra) H3t_ G36 C48 FSS B56 G_9 Ct_ F32
1320 +_.I -14.3 -18.0 -0.8 -16.3 -II.2
2;_0 +2.8 +11.9 iI1340 +7. f; -18.7 -18.0 -1.1 -18.5 -11.8
240 -2.5 +12.3
, 1360 +4.8 -20.6 -19.0 -4.5 -17,4 -12.9 1[
260 -10.4 +12.3 I
1370 -21.3 -18.9
C48 and C84 removeO from test at 1370 hrs; J21 and JSO added I
H38 G36 J21 F58 H58 088 JS0 F32 Igl.
1380 +7.2 -21.3 -7.0 -14.3
.... 280 -16.8 +II. 7
10 +10.3 +10.7
+. 1400 +7. 7 -18.9 -6.4 -13.4
,.. 300 -19.3 +12.8
30 +18.4 +13.5
F58 and F32 removed from test at 1400 hrs; P38 and PS0 added I
g[
" H38 G38 J21 P38 H56 G58 JS0 PS0
,, 1420 +8. 0 -7.8
,M,
, ' 320 -23.8 +13.2 RI 4,.. 50 +14.8 +14.7
20 +7.0 +6.8
1440 +6.8 -9.1 1
!340 -28.4 +12.370 +13.0 +13. 3
40 +7.1 +6.5
1460 +9. 4 -10.3 lr
I300 -32.2 +12.190 +13.3 +12.9
60 +7.3 +6.0
1480 +7.6 -9.8 _JL
380 -34.$ +18.2" f110 +14.1 +13.3
80 +8.8 +6.3
1500 03.1 -18.0
400 -42.2 +11.8
130 +10.4 +10.2
100 +5.1 +2.3
1820 -3, 8 -18.2 ,_,,
420 -48.8 +12.8
150 +10.8 4_0.5
120 +4.0 +1.1
1540 -8. ? -18.4 i
440 -54.0 +12.4 r
170 +8.1 +8.2
140 +1.0 -3.2
|
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' WEIGHT CHANGE DURING OXIDATION-EROSION TEST
TEST NUMBER 37, RIG NUMBER 1
2050*F.MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALONG THE TRAILING EDGE
CumuLative We|_ht ChaN_e(mi_)
_ Specimen Number
i| _ i i
Exposure
Time GM removed from test at 440 hrn; D30 ndded to test
(hours) H38 D30 J21 P38 H56 059 J50 1_0
f : 1560 -9. 4 -18.1460 +11.?
190 +6.2 +6.7
160 -1.9 -5.9
20 +2.1
1580 -11.O -19.6
480 +11.6
210 +4.5 +4.1
180 -5.2 -I0.0
40 -2.0
1600 -lq.4 -19.4
500 +12.0
230 +8.2 +2.1
200 -6.8 -12 .'i
60 -1.4
1620 -20.1 -20.2
"" 520 +11.7
250 +1.4 à	°#2 -8.9 -15.5
80 -0.4
I
-!
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